Episode 1: The Day Dawns - Kerak Launches

Twelve years ago, a bright streak of light flashed over the sky over Japan. As it collides into a oceanside area, six other bright lights break off from it, and zip away across the land. When officials approached the site where the original flash collided into the ground, they find a young green haired girl, staggering along the beach sands, her arms folded tightly over her chest, as if she were holding onto something protectively. The last of her energy gone, the girl collapses. As the recovery team tends to her, they find what the girl was holding onto: 3 strange electronic devices. Cut to the current day. A young boy named Daitaro Kurakazu is helping his mother arrange boxes from their recent move. Not wanting him to be late for school, the boy's mother ushers him off. Daitaro quickly makes his way to school, not wanting to get in trouble on his first day. He makes it with plenty of time to spare, but bumps into a much larger boy named Saburo who gives him a bit of grief. The matter is settled when Daitaro's dog, who followed him from home, chases Saburo up a tree. Daitaro and Saburo call a truce, and they shake hands. Meanwhile, on the surface of the moon, a tremendous flying fortress looms in the darkness, slowly drilling itself into the lunar soil. Several large metallic creatures are launched from the fortress, which make their way towards the Earth. This grabs the attention of a mysterious military operation known as GEAR: Guard Earth and Advanced Recon. They deploy orbital defenses, but know in the back of their minds that Earth's day of reckoning has come.. Elsewhere, Daitaro and Saburo have come to know each other fairly well during the course of the schoolday. At lunch, the two talk about their favorite giant robot show, Brave Dynamic Dendoh, when Daitaro notices a boy sitting off by himself, silently eating his lunch. Daitaro asks Saburo who it is, and Saburo explains that the boy's name is Kenji, and that he's a real weirdo. Daitaro continues to look Kenji over til Kenji notices, then Daitaro looks down his lunch with an embarassed expression on his face. In space, many of the giant mechanical beasts are being destroyed by GEAR's orbital defenses, but they're are simply too many to take down. Some of them take hold of the satallite lasers themselves and sink their claws into them. A strange process occurs, and the monsters meld with the satallite lasers, becoming much stronger. The invasion force enters the Earth's atmosphere, and GEAR now has to rely on it's secret weapon.. Back at Daitaro's school, a siren begins to wail as an evacuation order is given for city that the kids live in. Daitaro and Saburo are confused, until one of the strange mechanical beasts soar overhead, sending Saburo toppling to the ground. The reality of what's going on sinks in, and the two bolt for home. Meanwhile, Kenji makes his way towards the direction of the fighting, silently. Daitaro and Saburo are about halfway home when they both come to a realization. These are crazy alien robot monsters! Where there are crazy alien robot monsters, there are giant hero robots. The two simply cannot resist the opportunity to see a giant robot in action and they turn around, heading back for the action. Elsewhere, a strange blonde haired woman in a mask makes her way through frantic traffic on a speedy motorcycle. She calls into GEAR, asking where her partner, Ozuru Watashi is. As it turns out, Ozuru is hopeless deadlocked in traffic, and is trying to make his way to the GEAR headquarters on foot, with minimal amount of luck. Things seem bleak as Daitaro and Subaru stumble into the battlefield. They quickly realize how serious the situation is as debris falls around them dangerously. As they are about to turn back, something catches their eye. It's the boy from earlier, Kenji. And he appears to be trying to lift a peice of debris to free a young girl trapped by it. The two nod to each other and hurry over, offering to help Kenji. He wordlessly nods, and they lift the debris together, freeing the girl. While Kenji hoists the child on his back, the other two look around for a safe place to hide. Just then, the giant mechanical monster notices the three, and opens fire at them with it's laser claws. The three frantically run away from the monster, hopelessly stumbling into an empty stadium. As they run across the field, the ceiling of the dome collapses in as the monster crashes in after them. Barely dodging a good deal of falling debris, Daitaro and Subaru shout loud obscenities at the beast angrily. Then, suddenly, something stirs beneath them. The ground begins to tremble as a giant robotic hand gently lifts the trio into the air. The kids are suddenly staring face to face with a huge helmeted robot. In the midst of the confusion, Ozuru stumbles into the stadium, witnessing the robot rise up. Uttering the name 'Kerak', Ozuru runs up to the robot, shouting to the kids up above to get down. The trio look at each other, then shout down to Ozuru to get ready. Ozuru is unsure as to what they mean, until the young girl the boys saved earlier hops down from the robot's hand. Ozuru frantically dives to catch her. With the girl safe, the three focus back on the monsterous beast, unsure what to do. From behind them however, a panel opens on the robot. Hesitant at first, the three have a change of heart as more debris comes raining down. They climb inside, and wearily take in their surroundings. Meanwhile, Ozuru gets onto his cell phone, and tells his partner, the strange masked woman, that kids have gotten inside Kerak. Cursing, the woman tries to reach the kids on the robot's comm. Daitaro, being the super robot expert, manages to find out how to respond. The woman seems momentarily shocked but shrugs it off, telling Daitaro and the other two boys to strap themselves into the respective pilot seats. Daitaro and Kenji quickly do so, but Subaru has problems with his large frame. Regardless, as they do so, the giant robot stands, facing down the beast. The masked woman then instructs the boys to look for the strange devices taped somewhere in the cockpits. They easily find them, but have no idea what to do with them. The woman explains that a set of sequences must be entered into the devices, then they must be plugged into the robot for them to activate. The boys do as they are instructed, and plug the devices into the robot. It's helmet opens up, revealing a metallic face underneath. Next the woman explains to the boys how they must syncronize their movements to get the robot to move around. They slowly manage to do so, taking their first steps forwards. The woman is elated, until they walk right past the mechanical beast and keep going. Yelling at them to fight the beast, Daitaro and Saburo freak out, stating that they're just kids. As they do so, the beast finally opens fire upon Kerak. Flailing wildly, the boys fall out of sync and it is only by pure luck that Kerak clumsily avoids being hit. The woman tries to calm them down but it's no use. Saburo attempts to run away, Daitaro attempts to cover up, and Kenji attempts to attack the enemy, all at the same time. The result is a comical breakdance sort of attack that, surprisingly, ends with the turbines on Kerak's legs suddenly spinning to life as it crashes it's leg down through the enemy, defeating it. While Daitaro and Saburo are completely caught off guard by this, Kenji seems completely calm. Then Daitaro and Saburo celebrate, giving themselves a pat on the back, despite their relative ineffectiveness. The masked woman tells them that they aren't finished, however, and that there are many more enemies left to take down. Daitaro and Saburo sink, declaring that they want to get off. Just then, Kenji finally speaks up, calling them cowards, and saying how they like to talk big about fighting evil in giant robots when it's only on TV, but in real life they're nothing more then big chickens. Saburo tends to agree with this logic, but Daitaro is angered. With new resolve, he declares that he'll beat up all the enemies single-handedly. Because Saburo can correct Daitaro's obviously flawed logic, Kerak is off. The masked woman is amazed how quickly the trio are adjusting to piloting Kerak, but seriously wishes they had never found it at all. Meanwhile, Kerak has taken to the air with turbines spinning, clumsily attacking and tackling enemies. Kenji tells Daitaro to cut it out, but Daitaro blames Saburo who is basically flailing blindly. Fed up, Kenji takes over, performing an impressive kendo like technique, swiping the remainder of the enemies out of the air with a powerful burst of energy. Impressed, Daitaro asks Kenji where that came from. Kenji replies that he's studying to become a kendo master, and that was one of his techniques. Saburo asks how a kendo master fights without a sword, and before Kenji can respond, Kerak suddenly shuts down, and plummets towards the sea. As the boys frantically try to stop their decent, they suddenly stop in mid-air, by some sort of strange tractor ray. The masked woman comes back onto Kerak's comm and congratulates the kids on a job well done. Daitaro asks the woman who she is, and she replies that her name is Polaris. She tells them that she will explain more once they get to GEAR. The episode ends with Kerak lowering into the water, and the boys pondering over the events that just took place.


Episode 2: Revealed! Emerald Griffin!

Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo enter an elevator after exiting Kerak, finding themselves in a spacious underground hangar. While Daitaro and Saburo are fairly nervous, Kenji seems calm. When the elevator doors open, they are greeted by Polaris. She congratulates them on their achievements, and asks them to follow her. She leads them down a long hallway, with heavy duty security doors on either side of them. Polaris stops in front of a set of heavily secured doors, and gives a retinal scan. The doors open, and Polaris gestures for the three to enter. The trio slowly do so, looking around. They appear to be in a military computer battle center. Several people stand when they walk in and give them a brief applause, congratulating them on defeating the mechanical beasts. A man in a military uniform steps forwards and introduces himself as Akira Bussho, Commander of GEAR. Daitaro and Saburo both inquire as to what GEAR is, and Commander Bussho explains that GEAR stands for Guard Earth and Advanced Recon, and was founded to protect Earth from alien threat. Daitaro comments that they're no such things as aliens, and Polaris explains that what they fought were alien forces. Commander Bussho introduces a balding scientist by the name of Hideaki Hanamatsu, who explains that the name of the alien force threatening Earth are the Gulfer, a dangerous force of giant robot-like enemies. Hideaki then adds that the Gulfer have set up a base of operations on the moon, and that Earth's only defense against the Gulfer forces is Kerak. Daitaro asks if that's the name of the robot that they had piloted, and Hideaki nods. Just then, Ozuru steps into the war-room after returning the little girl the trio saved to her parents. He speaks up jokingly, explaining that the three had stolen his job. Saburo is confused, and Polaris explains that originally, she and Ozuru were going to pilot Kerak. Daitaro then states that there was three cockpits, and asks how the two of them were going to pilot it. Hideaki explains that they had planned on removing the third cockpit, since they hadn't been able to find a suitable third pilot. Saburo asks why they couldn't just stick someone in there, and Polaris asks the three to show the small electronical devices that they had used in Kerak. She explains to them that they are called Gear Commanders, and are required to pilot Kerak. They were unable to find a third pilot, because the third Gear Commander wouldn't respond right. When Daitaro and Saburo are confused by this, Polaris takes their Gear Commanders, and hands one to Ozuru. They hook the commanders up to each other, and the result is light coming out from the screens on them. Polaris explains that this means that they were able to pilot Kerak, although not with the upmost effeciency. She continues, telling them that they simply couldn't find someone who could make the third Gear Commander shine. She then hands the commanders back to Daitaro and Ozuru, telling the three to combine their commanders. Kenji, who has been quietly listening on steps forwards and holds his commander out. His commander is unique, as it has two connection areas. Daitaro and Saburo shrug, and combine their commanders with Kenji. The room flashes with bright light as it streams forth from the commanders, far brighter then when Polaris and Ozuru did it. Ozuru is amazed, while Polaris almost seems disraught by it. Commander Bussho tells the boys that Kerak has chosen them as it's pilots. Kenji is stoic to this news, but Daitaro and Saburo are stunned. Daitaro seems excited by the idea of piloting a giant robot, but Saburo wants no part of it, stating that he's just a kid, not a super hero. Polaris tells Saburo that Kerak chose him for a reason, and that Saburo has a hidden special power within him. Still, he was reluctant. Polaris tells the boys that they should really think about it before they decide, because it's a very important descision, one that has the safety of the planet on the line. Kenji states that regardless of what Daitaro and Saburo do, he's willing to pilot Kerak. Commander Bussho commends him on his bravery, while Saburo gives him an envious look. Polaris shakes her head, and tells the trio that she'll show them the way out. She leads the three back down the hallway to the elevator, and presses the very top button. She tells Saburo and Daitaro that she'd understand if the two wanted to back out from piloting Kerak. That it is dangerous, and couldn't ask anyone to take that risk. It was a descision that was entirely up to them, and they shouldn't let anyone influence them or tell them otherwise. Daitaro and Saburo silently nod as the elevator doors open. They are amazed to discover that GEAR is built under a huge arcade-like amusement park. Polaris explains that it's really the best cover for what they do, as noone would really suspect there to be a highly advanced military installation in the basement of an amusement park. She hands the boys a few tokens for the machines and tells them to play a few games to relax before they go home. They each nod and step out. Polaris waves to them as the doors close, then leans back against the elevator wall, sighing and staring down at the floor. Meanwhile, on the moon, the Gulfer are fast at work constructing an invasion force. However, there is concern about the appearance of Kerak, so the Machine Generals of the Spiral City, Abzolute, Witter, and Gurumet, gather together to meet with the master of the Spiral City. He demands to know why they did not know about Kerak beforehand, to which all of the generals try to make excuses. The master cuts them short, and orders them to take human disguises and go to Earth, to try and find out where Kerak is, and who it's pilots are. The Machine Generals are disgusted by the idea of having to take human forms, but have no choice. They each create smaller versions of themselves, which they send off to Earth to find human forms to copy. Meanwhile back on Earth, it's evening, and Daitaro and Subaru are quietly walking home. Kenji had wandered off earlier, while the two were playing video games at the arcade. Saburo asks Daitaro what he's gonna do. Daitaro says that he's probably gonna pilot Kerak. Saburo shakes his head and starts ranting about how they're just kids, and that they haven't even driven a car yet. Why would they possibly want to pilot robots? Daitaro shrugs his shoulders, and responds that it isn't about their safety. He refers to Brave Dynamic Dendoh, and how it's pilots didn't take the job because they wanted to have fun. They took the job because the Earth needed heros. Saburo shouts, exclaiming that Dendoh is just a cartoon and this is real life, and how they could be killed. Daitaro stops and glares Saburo right in the eyes, which causes him to back up. Daitaro says that if they hadn't been there to fight those Gulfer earlier, then alot of people could have died right there. Daitaro then states that he doesn't care how old he is, he understands what GEAR stands for and what's at stake. He then tells Saburo that he needs to stop being a big baby about it, considering how big he is. Saburo grumbles and falls silent, as they continue to walk with each other. As they approach their houses, they realize that they're actually neighbours, with Daitaro living across the street from Saburo. As Saburo heads up to his house, a large heavy-set man looms in the doorway. Saburo gulps, and waves futiley to the man, greeting him as his father. Saburo's dad marches down the front walkway and hoists Saburo up on his shoulders. Shouting, he gives Saburo a twisting Samoan Drop. Daitaro yelps, asking the man what the heck he's doing. The man stands and looms over Daitaro for a moment, before leaning forwards and shaking his hand, offering a friendly smile. He introduces himself as Hiroshi Chishida, whom Daitaro immedietely identifies as The Great Hiroshi, the former heavyweight wrestling champ of the world! Hiroshi laughs heartily and pats Daitaro on the back, telling him that those days are over, and that he's retired to take care of his children. Daitaro looks over at the crator that Saburo's legs are poking out from, and asks if he'll be okay. Hiroshi nods, saying that Saburo's going to be a professional wrestler himself, and it's all apart of his training. Truthfully, he was worred about his son after the attack earlier, and only got a phone call from school a few hours ago telling him that he and Daitaro had volunteered to stay behind to help clean up after the evacuation order was lifted. Daitaro was confused, but realized that GEAR had probably called to cover for them. Daitaro shakily nodded and smiled, apologizing to Hiroshi for making him worry. Hiroshi waved it off and told Daitaro he should get home himself, in case his folks were worried about him. He then heads back to Saburo, hoisting him up on his shoulder and heading inside. Daitaro sweatdrops, and hurries across the street to his house. Inside, his mom is waiting, with Daitaro's dinner sitting on the dining room table. She smiles as he walks in, and tells him his dinner is gonna spoil if he doesn't hurry up and eat. Daitaro tries to apologize for being so late, but his mother waves her hands, telling him how the school called, and how she was proud of him for being so helpful. Daitaro felt kind of guilty about lying to his mom, but he kept it to himself as he ate. The next day, some strange occurances happen in the nearby power plant. Their computer systems suffer minor malfunctions, and a few employees swear that they see a strange beast appear on the screen momentarily.. Elsewhere, the three small Machine General avatars appear in the city on the roof of a tall building, surveying the street below randomly for human forms to copy. They assume three random forms just as they receive information on the strange occurances at the power plant. They each realize that this can be none other then a data weapon, and they must capture it before Kerak finds it. They summon a pair of capture type machine beasts, and a basic Gulfer type. The Gulfer attack the power plant, trying to force the data weapon out. Elsewhere at GEAR, Hatsumi Sadakuni, GEAR's bridge bunny, announces that there's a Gulfer reading near the power plant. Commander Bussho doesn't understand why the Gulfer would attack the power plant, but shrugs it off, telling Hatsumi to place a call to Kerak's pilots. Hatsumi asks if they'll even be willing to pilot Kerak again, with Bussho not answering but hoping they will. At school, Daitaro and Saburo are sitting in class when suddenly they hear a beeping from their backpacks. Looking around sheepishly they dig through the bags, and discover that their gear commanders are beeping, with a message reading "URGENT" across the screen. Confused, they each make terrible excuses about being sick before running out of class. They spot Kenji already heading down the street as they run out of the school. As they hurry along, they wonder what the heck was so urgent that GEAR would yank them out of school. An explosion in the distance answers their question, and Saburo starts to lag behind, still being unsure about piloting. Back at the power plant, a news truck has pulled up to try and get information on the attack. The basic Gulfer latches onto the truck and assimilates it, becoming a bigger, stronger machine beast. It resumes it's attack on the power plant, when suddenly a glowing form appears on the roof of one of the buildings. It's a strange beast, with the body of a lion and the wings of an eagle. The three machine general avatars comment that it's definately a data weapon, while back at GEAR, Polaris is stunned, stating that it's Emerald Griffin. Kenji hurries into the war-room, with Daitaro and Saburo not far behind. Commander Bussho tells the three that there's not much time to explain, and that he needs them to go out in Kerak immedietely to stop the Gulfer from capturing that strange beast. Daitaro and Saburo are confused, but Polaris tells them that she'll explain to them later why it's important that the Gulfer not capture it. Daitaro and Kenji nod, while Saburo remains silent. The three are ushered into the hangar where they are outfitted with pilot uniforms, and helped into the cockpit. Saburo's seat has been modified to fit his wide frame. With the three of them seated in place, Kerak launches through an underwater launch bay, with the assistance of a booster. As they burst through the water, the booster ejects, and Kenji takes over with the flight, bringing Kerak into the air. Daitaro asks Kenji how he learned to manage this stuff so quickly, and Kenji replies that he went back to GEAR the previous night to learn how to handle the stuff he was supposted to. Daitaro feels kinda sheepish, wishing he had done the same. As they approach the power plant, they see the Capture Type Gulfers wrapping their tentacles around the neck of the Griffin, trying to capture it. Without thinking, Daitaro takes control and divebombs Kerak towards the enemy. Kenji tries to object, but Daitaro is determined, clumsily smashing one of the Gulfer away from the data weapon. The momentary distraction allows the data weapon to escape from the other gulfer's clutches. Then all heck breaks loose as the assimilated machine beast attacks Kerak, freaking Saburo out and causing him to panic like before. Again, Kerak lopes into a humourous breakdance like offensive. Ducking and twirling, barely avoiding attack, Kenji manages to get a few hits in on the machine beast, but can't manage anything effective with Saburo flailing about. Having just about enough, Kenji explodes, telling Saburo that if he can't focus enough to help, don't move at all. Going even further, he tells Saburo that there's no room for cowards when the future of Earth is at stake. Saburo falls silent, and Daitaro yells at Kenji for yelling at Saburo, telling him that it's not Saburo's fault, and that he's just not ready for this kind of thing. Saburo shouts, declaring that he doesn't need anyone's pity, or disrespect. He takes control of Kerak and tells the other two to keep up as crashes Kerak's hands together, dashing forwards at the Gulfer. Daitaro and Kenji object briefly, but are surprised as Saburo hoists the other capture type Gulfer on Kerak's shoulders. Shouting out 'HIROSHI SLAM SPECIAL!', Saburo has Kerak leap into air while spinning, before slamming the Gulfer back into the ground in a samoan drop type manuever. Daitaro is mightily impressed while Kenji calls it crude, but Saburo doesn't care. He points at the last machine beast and declares that it'll never have his earth as long as The Great Saburo was around. The turbines on Kerak's legs begin to spin as Daitaro activates them, telling Saburo to go for the Hiroshi Suicide Crusher. Saburo grins and makes Kerak leap high into the air over the machine beast, then drives downwards, planting both of the turbines right into the top of the machine beast, ripping through it and destroying it, much to the machine generals dismay. Daitaro and Saburo cheer while Kenji remains silent, almost indignant. The data weapon, standing nearby, lets out a loud roar which cuts the celebration short. Kerak turns to the data weapon, as Polaris frantically tries to explain to the boys what to do. It's too late however, and the data weapon vanishes.


Episode 3: Ronin Kensei Attacks!

The three Kerak pilots are in GEAR's war-room, awaiting Polaris's explaination of the data weapons. She explains that the data weapons are special digital beings that can potential transform into weapons for Dendoh. She continues, detailing each of the data weapons names: Emerald Griffin, Golden Kitsune, Sapphire Addanc, Bronze Fenghuang, Ruby Fenrir, and Silver Chollima. Daitaro asks why Emerald Griffin ran away from them, instead of letting them use it. Polaris responds, telling them that they must first form a special bond with the data weapon before they will allow them to use them. Saburo asks how they can use them. Hideaki pounces into the conversation, explaining that the trio can download the data weapons into their Gear Commanders, by holding the commander to a data weapon that has formed a bond with them, and shouting "File Save! Data Weapon!". The three nod, and go to leave, but are cut off by Commander Bussho. He tells them that although they've been lucky thus far, the luck isn't going to last forever. He continues, telling them that they are going to have to learn how to syncronize with each other if they're going to be able to effectively fight the Gulfer. The three look at each other with a puzzled expression, before Daitaro speaks up, asking what they can do to manage that. Commander Bussho replies, saying that desperate times call for desperate measures. He steps to the side, revealing Hatsumi dressed in a workout leotard and bunched up sweat socks. Daitaro and Saburo stare while Kenji sweatdrops, as Hatsumi informs them that they'll be working as a team in no time. She ushers the three off down the hallway, and into a room off to the side. In this room are three television sets, with three strange pads in front of them. Daitaro recognizes the pads as dance pads for the famous dancing game, Super Dance Uprising. Hatsumi tells them that they're gonna learn how to match each others moves by playing the game until all of their motions match each others successfully. Saburo groans, complaining that he's no good at the game at all, and Hatsumi tells him that that's why they're here. A while later, they're all dressed in workout sweats, standing on the dance pads. Hatsumi starts them off with a relatively easy song, which they gradually get the hang of. Even Saburo manages to get the hang of it. He comments that it isn't so bad, which pleases Hatsumi. She tells him that the next step should be a breeze. She ups the difficulty, which throws each of the boys off somewhat. Saburo starts to complain again, which Kenji cuts off with some harsh remarks. This fires up Saburo again, and soon after they're matching up perfectly again. Hatsumi tells them they're doing fine, and ups the difficulty again. Over the course of the next few hours, Hatsumi drills them fairly hard, continually giving them harder and harder songs as they improve at working together. When they're finally finished, they're able to manage one of the hardest songs with only a few missteps. At this point however, they're exhausted. Hatsumi congratulates them on being such quick learners, and tells them to go home to rest up for more training tommorow. Saburo is collapsed on his dancepad, gasping for air, and begging for mercy. Daitaro has a good laugh at this, and even Kenji cracks a smile. Meanwhile, on the moon, a shadowy figure stands before the Master of the Spiral City. The Master tells him that Kerak has appeared on Earth, and it needs to  be dealt with. The shadowy figure, clearly wearing an imposing masked helmet, tells the master that he'll defeat Kerak, and bring it back to the Gulfer as a trophy. The master seems satisfied by this, and the shadowy figure leaves. The machine generals talk amongst themselves enviously, commenting how annoyed they are that such a tiny flesh and blood being has such a high rank in the Gulfer army. The next day, the three heros are at school like usual. Elsewhere in the city, a large business building is having computer troubles, as the strange image of a griffin passes over their monitors. The machine general avatars discover this, and summon forth Gulfer to attack. They figure that if they can capture the data weapon, they can upstage the warrior that their Master had called for. The Gulfer begin to attack, which quickly grabs the attention of GEAR. Suspecting that the Gulfer are trying to stir up another data weapon, GEAR alerts Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo who are still in class. Daitaro and Saburo each make another bad excuse to get out of class while Kenji just runs out without a word. They each meet up with each other and head for GEAR headquarters. A little later, Kerak launches, and heads for the building that the Gulfer are attacking. When they finally get there, Emerald Griffin has once again appeared, and is in danger of being captured. With the training they did the previous day, they're no longer clumsy and chaotic in battle, and are able to quickly take care of the Gulfer, with Daitaro landing the finishing blow with the "Blazing Grasp", a move his mimicked from his favorite Super Robot show. By dashing forwards at the enemy using the turbines on Kerak's legs, he reaches out with it's hand and buries it in the Gulfer, grasping it's insides and squeezing as the arm turbine tears the enemy apart. They are about to try and acquire Emerald Griffin, when something blazes across the sky and crashes into the ground not far from Kerak. The boys are confused, as is Polaris, who had made her way to the battlefield as they were fighting. From the crater rises up a robot similar to Kerak, but with dark colors, and a strange mask. The trio are confused by it's appearance, but Polaris is horrified. She utters the words "Ronin Kensei", then tells the three to hurry up and retreat, that this is not a normal Gulfer. Daitaro and Saburo, however, are too pumped up from their descisive victory. They figure that they can fight this new threat easily, and charge forwards. Polaris shouts a protest, but it's too late. Just as Kerak is about to land a blow, Kensei suddenly quickly evades, stunning the boys. They are off-guard as Kensei slams it's knee into Kerak's back. Kerak stumbles forwards but quickly rises to it's feet. Kenji suggests that they should retreat now, that Polaris seems genuinely frightened. Daitaro won't have any of that though, not wanting to be shown up by some jerk who just showed up. Kerak lunges forth again, trying another attack. Kensei fakes left and grabs Kerak by the arm. It quickly kicks Kerak in the head a few times, before throwing it into the ground. The boys cry out as they're tossed about by the evil robot. As Kerak lays there, Kensei leaps up into air, and buries it's knees into Kerak's chest, forcing it deeper into the ground. As it flips up, Kerak slowly staggers to it's feet. Emerald Griffin vanishes as Kerak stumbles forwards one last time, trying to hit a desperate attack. Kensei is easily able to block the attack though, and kicks Kensei in the best again, sending it crashing backwards into an abandoned building. Kerak's mask closes over it's face as the last of it's energy is spent, and it lies there, defeated. Kensei steps over to Kerak, looming over it as it grasps it by it's arm. It rises into the air, carrying Kerak along as it begins to lift into space. Polaris desperately drives fowards on her motorcycle, leaping into the air as she gets close and wrapping a thin metallic ribbon around Kerak's leg. She climbs up and into it as Kensei flies off, leaving GEAR to hope and pray that Polaris can somehow save the young pilots and get Kerak back to Earth...


Episode 4: Tremble! Spiral City!

Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo are alive inside the spiral city, imprisoned inside a giant glass sphere. Saburo is repeatedly trying to break the glass with his fists, but is having no luck. Daitaro meanwhile is seated by himself, depressed. He blames himself for the trio being captured, wishing he had just listened to Polaris rather then storming into battle against an unknown enemy. Kenji doesn't disagree with him, but tells him not to dwell on it. He wants to figure out a way to escape, but Daitaro is of little use, too demoralized by what's occured. Elsewhere, the pilot of Kensei is speaking with the master of the Spiral City. He declares that his mission was a success, and that Kerak is now in the possession of the Gulfer, it's pilots locked away. The Master is pleased by these news, mocking Kerak. He remarks how pathetic the Earthlings must be if they have to send their children out to defend them, and how if this is the best Earth has, the invasion will be swift. Dismissed, Kensei's pilot is transported off wordlessly. In the shadows however, Polaris is hiding. She had been spying on them the whole time, and was releived that the boys were still alive. She was unsure how she was going to find them in the giant city, and decided to try and home in on their gear commanders with the special lens in her mask. She starts off, hoping that the boys still have them. Back in the room where the boys are, the huge Gulfer guards are changing shifts. Saburo is seated now, tending to his swollen and tender knuckles. Kenji declares that this is their chance to escape now, but Daitaro is still down, saying that there's no way they can break through the thick glass. Saburo talks about how his little sister and his father are going to be sad when they realize he's gone, and how he'll never have his father's cooking ever again. This is too much for poor Saburo, and he leaps to his feet, running at the glass wall and throwing his shoulder into it. The sphere shifts in it's base a little. Kenji notices this, and realizes that they still have a chance. He encourages Daitaro to get up and help him and Saburo try and push the sphere off the base. Daitaro blinks, wondering if it'll work, and Kenji replies that it has to work, it's all they got. So the three begin to tackle the wall in unison. The sphere begins to shift back and forth as they displace their weight appropriately. As they're doing this, they can hear the next set of Gulfer guards coming down the hall and realize that they have to hurry. With a few more determined shifts, the sphere pops out of the base, and falls to the floor. It doesn't shatter, however, and before the boys can catch their wits, the sphere rolls clean out into the hall, in front of the Gulfers. The guards look down at the boys, the boys look back at them, and then the boys yelp. They begin pushing up against the wall of the sphere like a hamster ball, rolling it in the opposite direction of the Gulfer, who begin to give chase. In the massive hangar of the Spiral City, Polaris stands before Kerak, realizing that the boys must have left their gear commanders inside. Cursing her luck, she notices some approaching Gulfer and hides away from sight, spying on them. As she watches them resupply Kensei's batteries, she realizes she might be able to trick them into doing the same for Kerak. This way at least when she did find the boys, Kerak would be able to escape easily. Using the special micro-computer in her mask, she sends a fake electronic message to the Gulfer, making them think that the Master of the Spiral City wants them to swap out Kerak's batteries for new ones as well. The two Gulfer fall for it, and begin to make their way over to Kerak. Polaris heads off in the shadows, resuming her search for the boys. Just then, an alarm blares all through the Spiral City. Polaris thinks she's been discovered, but in reality the alarm is for the boys, who are haplessly rolling around Spiral City, still trapped in the sphere. Being persued by several gulfer, the trio try their best to control the sphere as they search for a place to hide. Everywhere they turn though, they're faced down by more Gulfer and only narrowly escape capture. Daitaro looks behind them eventually, to see if they're still being followed. He doesn't pay attention to where they're going however, and ends up rolling them down a vent. Kenji and Saburo chastize Daitaro as they bounce down the vent wildly, the boys being tossed about inside the sphere. They finally pop out of the vent and bounce a few times, before coming to a stop right in front of Polaris. Polaris is surprised, and the boys are dizzy and bruised. It takes them a few moments to realize that Polaris is there. They're glad to see her, and ask if she can get them out of the sphere. Polaris nods and takes out her metallic razor ribbon. She tells the boys to duck down, then lashes out at the sphere, slicing it in half. The boys climb out of the sphere, glad to finally be out of it. Daitaro and Saburo give Polaris a thankful hug, while Kenji hangs back. Daitaro is about to make a comment about Polaris's bosom seeming almost familiar, when Kenji cuts him off and asks Polaris how they're going to escape. Polaris tells them where Kerak is and gestures for them to follow her. The group sets off through the spiral city, making their way back to the hangar. As they approach Kerak however, they are cut off by the pilot of Kensei, who stands before them weilding a sharp blade. Polaris stands in front of the boys and tells them to hurry up and get into Kerak. They protest, but Polaris is insistant. Hesitantly, they hurry towards Kerak. Kensei's pilot tries to stop them, but Polaris cuts him off with a lashing of her ribbon, forcing him back. The two begin to fight, Polaris with her ribbon and Kensei's pilot with his sword. The boys get into Kerak's cockpit and strap themselves in, recovering their gear commanders and starting Kerak up. A few Gulfer attempt to attack them, but they are dealt with swiftly by the boys, who just want to get out of there. Polaris and Kensei's pilot continue to fight. Kensei's pilot takes advantage of a momentary distraction on Polaris's part, slicing upwards dangerously. Polaris is just able to avoid the attack, but her mask is knocked off. As Kensei's pilot sees Polaris's face, he is stunned, stumbling backwards. He utters her name in shock, then grabs his head, crying out in pain. Polaris is stunned by this, and calls the pilot Sirius, asking him if he's really Sirius. Sirius responds with another cry of pain and stumbles away from Polaris, retreating. Polaris wants to follow him, but is interrupted by Kerak, the boys telling her to hurry up and get in before reinforcements arrive. Hesitant, Polaris recovers her mask and slips it back on, hurrying inside Kerak. With everyone safely recovered, the boys barrel through the hangar's doors, and onto the surface of the moon. Here they're met with dozens of Gulfer. They start to fight them, taking out many of them. However, it seems that they're coming out of the city just as quickly as they're destroying them. On top of that, Kensei has launched, a vengeful Sirius at the helm. Saburo claims that it's a hopeless battle, but Daitaro refuses to give up. He says that it was because of him that they were in this mess, and that he's not going to give up until everyone is safe. Suddenly, Emerald Griffin appears, taking out several Gulfer that had managed to get behind Kerak. Daitaro is surprised that the data weapon is helping them, but Polaris tells him not to question it, and to use his data weapon to save Emerald Griffin. Daitaro remarks that he can't open the Kerak's cockpit in space, and Polaris points out the space helmets located in compartments above them. After pulling the helmets on, Daitaro opens the cockpit up and steps out, holding his gear commander out and attempting to save Emerald Griffin. Kensei tries to stop this, but is too far away. A beam comes out from the gear commander and connects with Emerald Griffin. The data weapon glows, and vanishes, a unique symbol appearing on the screen of the gear commander. Daitaro hops back into the cockpit and straps himself back in, asking Polaris just what he's supposted to do now. Polaris tells Daitaro how to load the data weapon as a weapon for Kerak, and Daitaro does so, plugging the gear commander into it's port. Kerak shimmers with a unique light, and a large two handed broadsword appears in it's hand. The sword has a golden hit, and a emerald green blade. Daitaro and Saburo are pretty impressed, with even Kenji acknowledging that 'that was pretty cool'. Kerak then lunges forth, slashing at the Gulfer. With it's powerful new weapon, it lays waste to groups of the Gulfer easily, but at this point Kensei is upon them and forces Kerak to go on the defensive. Polaris tells Daitaro that their only chance is a Final Attack. Daitaro asks how he does that, and Polaris gives him the sequence on his gear commander to do so. Kerak's hyper plasma drive vents a tremendous amount of heat as it kicks into overdrive. The sword in Kerak's hands glows brightly, as it rears back. With Daitaro shouting "Emerald Griffin! Final Attack!", Kerak slashes forwards with it's sword, the blade of the sword suddenly becoming immensely long and composed of emerald colored energy. The huge slashing wave of energy catches Kensei off guard, forcing Sirius to frantically evade to avoid being destroyed. The other Gulfer are not so lucky however, as they're decimated by the wave. It even slices a small portion off the top part of the Spiral City. Daitaro and Subaru are totally pumped up by it, and want to do it again, but Polaris tells them to escape now while the enemy is scattered. Daitaro wants to know why they can't just finish them off now, and Polaris explains that Kerak should really only have enough energy to escape now. Daitaro checks, and sure enough Kerak's batteries are nearly wiped. Gulping, the boys take their leave of the moon, heading back towards Earth. Back at GEAR headquarters, everyone is waiting with baited breath, hoping and praying that the group is okay. Hatsumi notices on her monitor that something is coming through the atmosphere, and alerts everyone to it. After waiting for a few moments anxiously, everyone cheers when Polaris's voice comes through the comm, asking GEAR to be prepared to recover Kerak from the ocean.


Episode 5: Explode! Golden Kitsune!

Sirius reports to the master of the spiral city, detailing what happened and how Kerak and it's pilots managed to escape. The master is furious and demands that Sirius make it his priority to destroy Kerak at all costs, and it's pilot. Sirius accepts his mission, and heads out, his thoughts falling back on Polaris and what happened during their battle. This gives him a headache, so he brushes it off. Back on Earth, the Kerak trio are back at Super Dance Uprising, improving on their ability to sync up in battle, so they can fight Kensei more effectively. While they're at it, Hideaki is studying Daitaro's gear commander, trying to collect data on Emerald Griffin. He's having a difficult time with it however, and asks Commander Bussho when the new specialist will be arriving. Commander Bussho replies that it will still be a while before the specialist is ready to transfer to GEAR, so Hideaki would just have to do his best with the data weapons for the time being. Hideaki mumbles and gets back to work. A while later, Daitaro and Saburo are walking home together. Saburo wonders why Kenji always wants to walk alone, and Daitaro replies that Kenji is kinda weird, but he's a team player when it counts, so he's not worried. Saburo is still kinda stuck on Kenji, and Daitaro teases that Saburo has a crush on him. Saburo denies this with gusto, but Daitaro keeps it up, remarking how Kenji does look pretty girly. Saburo chases Daitaro the rest of way home, waving his backpack around in the air like a hammer as Daitaro dashes on ahead, laughing. Ducking inside his house, he calls out for his mom, but instead his father responds, waving to him. He tells Daitaro that his mom is out spending some time with new friends she made, and that he'd be making dinner for them tonight. Daitaro sweatdrops, thinking back to all the cooking disasters his father has had, including somehow burning cold cereal. Back at GEAR, Polaris is standing in the war-room by herself, everyone else having gone to rest for the night. She speaks with GEAR's central computer, asking it to run her diagnostic again. The computer asks why Polaris wants to do this every so often, and Polaris responds that she just wants to hear it again. The central computer complies, and announces to Polaris that the chances of her brother being dead were still %99.9. Polaris sighs and thanks the computer, turning away from the core and staring up into the monitor at a frozen frame of Kensei. The next day, at a nearby carnival, the rides are suffering from strange mechanical errors. As the carnival crew try to correct the errors, a mysterious nine-tailed creature passes into another machine. The Machine General avatars sense that there is another data weapon close by. Instead of going after it on it's own, though, they inform Sirius of the data weapon's location. This was on the orders of the master of spiral city, after their continious blundering and failure to capture Emerald Griffin. Sirius receives the message, and makes his way to Earth, determined not to fail this time. Back on Earth, Daitaro and Saburo are heading to school, with Daitaro showing Saburo the small version of Emerald Griffin that comes up when Daitaro calls for it on his gear commander. Saburo thinks it's cool, and wishes he had his own data weapon to use. Daitaro tries to cheer him up, telling him that he'll probably get one eventually. After all, there are six of them. Back at GEAR headquarters, Hatsumi reports that something is heading through the Earth's atmosphere. Further study reveals that it in fact is Kensei. Commander Bussho curses the Gulfer for recovering so quickly, and makes the order to summon Kerak's pilots to intercept Kensei. The trio are just about at school when they receive the message on their gear commanders. Daitaro and Saburo sweatdrop, and make terrible excuses to their teacher as they run past. Kenji meanwhile just leaves without giving an excuse, leaving his frustrated teacher sending yet another message to his mother. Sirius touches down near the carnival, and uses Kensei to inflict some minor damage on the surrounding buildings, chosing targets where people are at the most risk in order to lure Kerak out of hiding. The nine-tailed data weapon watches on from a distance, keeping to itself despite the danger. Back at GEAR, the boys are strapped into Kerak. Polaris warns them to be careful fighting Kensei, and that it's pilot it very talented. They are confident however, with Emerald Griffin in their possession, that they can defeat Kensei once and for all. Kerak launches, making it's way towards the carnival. As they get there, Kensei faces Kerak down. Sirius taunts the boys, daring them to do their worst. This fires them up, and Daitaro loads up Kaladbolg, Emerald Griffin's sword. Not wishing to waste any time, the three go right for the final attack, excuting the powerful blade of emerald energy. Sirius chuckles as the blade approaches him, then at the last second he leaps into the air over the blade, as it harmlessly passes into the distance before dissapating. The boys are shocked, and Polaris is horrified as she realizes that Kensei has tricked Kerak into using all of it's energy up in one attack. She hurries out of the war-room and gets onto her motorcycle, blazing out of the headquarters on her way towards the battle. Sirius meanwhile mocks the boys, telling them how foolish and inexperienced they are that they would fall for such an obvious tactic. Just then, the Golden Kitsune finally makes itself known, standing on top of the ferris wheel at the amusement park. Daitaro sees it, and immedietely opens the cockpit up, trying to save it. Golden Kitsune snubs Daitaro though, rejecting his attempt. Sirius declares that Golden Kitsune would never accept a foolish boy to bond with, and opens his cockpit up. He holds up his own gear commander, and file saves Golden Kitsune himself, giving him access to the Masamune, Golden Kitsune's blade. Daitaro swallows hard and quickly closes the cockpit again, as the three prepare to defend themselves against the newly powered up Kensei. Sirius tells the boys that they are about to bare witness to the power of a real warrior. Suddenly, Kensei splits into several mirror images of itself, darting around Kerak rapidly. The boys are unable to tell which is the real Kensei, and swing wildly at the images. Leaving themselves open to attack, Sirius takes full advantage, landing several devestating slashes that send Kerak reeling. Reappearing in front of Kerak, Sirius declares that it's time to end the games. Kensei's own hyper plasma drive suddenly vents a great deal of heat, and Saburo shakily shouts out to cover up, that Kensei was about to do a final attack like they did. Kerak turtles up as Kensei digs it's feet into the ground, and holds it's blade out in front of it. Oddly enough though, rather then lunging forth at Kerak, Kensei simply stands there as it's blade glows with a silvery light. Then, Kensei's turbines begin to spin rapidly, in the opposite direction then they usually do. Creating a fiery vortex of energy, Kerak finds itself being pulled towards Kensei's blade. The boys try to resist the force, but it's too overwhelming as Kerak is suddenly yanked off it's feet. Daitaro and Saburo cry out while Kenji grits his teeth as Kerak collides with Kensei's blade, which is so sharp that it slices through Kerak's armor, tearing a massive gash into it's chest and cockpit. If the trio had not turtled up, they certainly would have been killed. Kerak falls onto it's back at Kensei's feet, it's cockpit torn open so the boys can see outside. Sirius commends them on managing to survive the final attack, but declares that he still has enough energy to plunge Masamune directly into Kerak's heart. Kensei lifts the blade up above it's head, as Polaris pulls up to the scene. She cries out Sirius's name, which catches him off guard. He looks down at Polaris, hesitating. She pleads with him, asking him if he was indeed her Sirius, her older brother. Sirius offered no response, staring down at Polaris in shock, his mind racing. She begs him to answer her, but Sirius is unable, a numbing pain surging through his mind. He cries out, holding his head in agony, telling Polaris to begone, as he turns Kensei around, making a hasty retreat similar to before. Polaris bites her lip, watching Kensei leave for a moment before focusing her attention back on Kerak, calling out to the boys. Inside, they are all unharmed, but completely shaken up as they realize how close to death they had just gotten...


Episode 6: Will of the Sapphire Addanc

Kerak is back in the GEAR hangar, receiving repairs from the brutal beating it took from Kensei in the previous battle. Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo are recovering in the medical bay, physically okay but mentally shaken. Daitaro apologizes to the other two for so recklessly using Emerald Griffin's final attack, and that in the future will be more careful about how he uses it. Kenji solemnly agrees, and remarks that at least they've learned to be more careful in combat from this experience, which is probably a good thing. Saburo, however, shouts at the other two, saying how he doesn't want to keep ending up nearly dead in these fights. Saburo was clearly shaken up the most, talking about just quitting the team and going back to his normal life. Daitaro and Kenji try to convince him otherwise but Saburo yells at them to shut up and runs out. Daitaro sighs, wishing he could convince Saburo that they'll only get better the more that they train. Kenji tells Daitaro not to bother, that Saburo really has to decide on his own if he wants to keep fighting. Elsewhere, Polaris is speaking with Commander Bussho and Ozuru. Commander Bussho asks Polaris how she was able to stop Kensei from attacking the way she did, but Polaris says she's not entirely sure how, and would rather not talk about it until she knows for sure. She changes the subject, asking Ozuru how the Cell Fighter project is going. Ozuru comments that it'll be ready soon enough, and that Kerak won't have to worry about being stranded in battle again. Polaris nods, commenting how after this incident, the boys could use some good news. Ozuru questions whether or not if they should keep sending the boys out like this, since after all they're both trained to pilot Kerak. Polaris responds, telling Ozuru that the trio were chosen by Kerak to be it's pilots for a reason, and that he should put more faith in them. Ozuru reluctantly agrees, but says that he hopes they can gather more combat experience faster, or else there won't be a Kerak left to defend Earth. He gestures to the main screen of Kerak in the hangar to make his point. Polaris reaffirms that she beleives in the boys, which seems to satisify Commander Bussho. Elsewhere, Saburo is walking home by himself, thinking about the fight earlier, and how badly Kerak was defeated. He secretly blames himself as being the weak link of the team, being too big and too heavy to react as quickly as Kenji and Daitaro. Saburo continues to sulk to himself as he walks up to his house, where his father is waiting. Hiroshi chastizes Saburo for being late for wrestling practice. Saburo dejectedly apologizes and heads inside to get changed. Hiroshi frowns, knowing that something is bothering his son, but not really knowing how to approach him about it. As Saburo changes into his wrestling outfit (lucha mask and all), his little sister, Otome, pesters him. Rather then reacting like he usually does, which is usually an elaborate wrestling move onto his bed, he just tells Otome to buzz off and heads out back to where his father has a wrestling ring set up. Out here is where Hiroshi trains many young wrestling fans how to get things done in the ring. As he trains with the other boys, it's clear that he's distracted, and gets himself caught in a fairly easy to avoid wrestling move. His father yells at him, telling him to get his head back into the ring unless he wants to get pinned. This sets Saburo off, as he pulls off his mask and throws it down, telling Hiroshi that he doesn't even want to be a stupid wrestler, and runs back inside. The rest of the young wrestling fans go quiet as Hiroshi stands there in shock, slowly picking up Saburo's mask and looking at it with a deep frown. Even Otome is surprised by all this and follows after Saburo. She barges into his room as Saburo is changing back into his normal clothes, which causes him to yelp and duck behind his closet door. Otome gives him a stern finger wagging, telling him that he hurt Hiroshi's feelings, and that Saburo is a big fat liar. Saburo steps out from behind the door, now fully dressed, and yells back at his sister, telling her to shut up, and that he really doesn't want to be a wrestler anymore. This surprises Otome as Saburo has never yelled at her before. She runs off crying to Hiroshi, while Saburo heads out by himself to collect his thoughts. Back at GEAR, Polaris gives Daitaro and Kenji special GEAR watches for them to wear. They have a special function that allows GEAR to summon them without using the gear commanders. It also lets them keep track of the team in case they're seperated from Kerak again, like on Spiral City. Daitaro thinks they look pretty cool, and Kenji comments how useful they are. Polaris asks where Saburo is, since she has another for him. The two look at each other, then tell Polaris what happened earlier, and how Saburo ran out on his own. Polaris frowns, hoping Saburo doesn't make any rash descisions based on the fight. She says how Kensei's pilot is a brilliant tactician and a expert swordsman, and how there's no real way that the boys were ready to defeat him yet. She encourages them though, telling them that as long as they keep training and collecting data weapons, that will change, and they'll have the knowledge it takes to fight Kensei equally. Daitaro and Kenji nod confidently, and head out. The next day, Saburo is still in a sour mood. It's the weekend, so he's hanging out in his room, staring at the wrestling poster on his ceiling. There's a quiet knock on the door, and Hiroshi peeks in. He tells Saburo that he and Otome are making a trip downtown to the new shopping mall, and asks if he'd like to come. Saburo flatly turns him down and rolls onto his side. Hiroshi frowns, and silently closes Saburo's door again. Hiroshi runs his hand through his hair and sighs, wishing that Saburo's mother was still alive, since she'd know what to do in this situation. He heads back downstairs, and tells Otome that Saburo won't be coming. Otome is glad, still upset at Saburo for yelling at her the previous day. The two pile into Hiroshi's comically small car, and head out. Meanwhile, at the shopping center downtown, the lights on certain floors keep flickering and going out. The technicians on hand try to fix what they figure is a computer glitch. One blinks with a start and pulls on his partner's arm, asking him if he saw some strange creature on the computer monitor. The other technician bonks him on the head and tells him to stop goofing around. Across the street on the roof of the neighbouring building, the machine general avatars eye the shopping center with interest. They talk amongst themselves about how Sirius had fallen ill in the last battle and couldn't come to Earth for some time. They agreed that this was the perfect chance to show Sirius up, and capture the data weapon that was hiding inside the shopping center. They call forth a squad of Gulfer, one of which assimilates a wrecking crane, becoming a terrible mechanical beast with a terrible spiked wrecking ball on it's arm. Inside the shopping center, Hiroshi and Otome are looking for something that might cheer Saburo up when they hear people crying out in fear, and crashing. Hiroshi scoops Otome up and heads out through the shopping center to try and discover what's going on. He gets to a window where he sees the Gulfer lumbering towards the building. Otome clutches Hiroshi in fear, as he runs through the shopping center, looking for a place out. By this time, GEAR has discovered the Gulfer's location and has called the trio in to fight it. Daitaro and Kenji hurriedly make their way towards GEAR, but Saburo ignores his gear commander as he channel surfs the TV at home. As he's flipping through, he falls on a news broadcast, detailing how the Gulfer is attacking the new shopping center downtown. Saburo's stomache binds into a knot as he realizes that his family is there, and grabs his gear commander, bursting out of his house and jumping on his bike. He hopes he isn't too late as he pedals towards GEAR. While Daitaro and Kenji are suiting up, they wonder where Saburo is, and hope that he actually shows up. At the last possible moment, Saburo bursts into the hangar and jumps into his cockpit, not even bothering to get changed into his pilot's uniform. He tells the other two to hurry up, that his family is in that shopping center. Immedietely seeing the cause for alarm they comply, and Kerak soon after launches out into the water, soaring towards the Gulfer attack. Back at the shopping center, the machine general avatars are stumped as to why the data weapon hasn't appeared yet. The gulfer continues to smash at the shopping center with it's wrecking ball, while the capture type linger in the back, waiting to strike. Just then a dark shadow appears in the canal nearby the shopping center. Before they can react, a huge sapphire colored crocodile-like beast lunges out of the water and bites into one of the capture type Gulfer, dragging it back down into the water. The machine general avatars are surprised by this, not expecting the data weapon to be so openly violent. Before the other can react, Kerak lands in front of it. Saburo reaches out and grasps onto it, lifting it into the air and performing a Hiroshi Slam Special on it. Kerak then turns it's attention to the other Gulfer, which continues to attack the shopping center. Saburo looks down at the crowd of people trying to leave the shopping center and spots his family. Frantically, he and the other two place Kerak in front of the Gulfer, between it and the people. Kerak digs it's hands into the Gulfer and tries to push it back away from the center, hoping to get it's long arm away from it so it can't inflict any more damage. The Gulfer is heavy however, and resists, continuing to attack. Saburo grunts, looking back down at his family, seeing how scared his sister is. He thinks back to how mean he was to them the previous day and cries out, declaring that he's not gonna let anything bad happen to them. Kerak suddenly goes low on the Gulfer, scooping it's legs out from under it and driving it into the nearby canal. Under the water, they spot the Sapphire Addanc, which is silently watching them, chunks of the capture type gulfer still in it's teeth. Saburo brushes it off however and leaps out of the water and into the air. executing a Hiroshi Suicide Crusher on the mechanical beast, destroying it. The data weapon vanishes, and the nearby crowd cheers. Hiroshi scratches his head, knowing full well that the big robot had just executed a few of his own moves, and wonders who's inside. Later on Saburo is at home with Hiroshi and Otome, apologizing to the both of them for how he behaved the other day. Hiroshi forgives him, but Otome demands that Saburo buy her a huge bowl of ice cream before she'll forgive him. Saburo whines as Daitaro and Kenji watch on from a distance. Kenji asks Daitaro if they should give Saburo his watch now, and Daitaro says they'll do it later, grinning at Saburo's predicament.


Episode 7: Attack! Silver Chollima!

Over the course of the next couple of weeks, Kerak is constantly at attention, with the Gulfer sending down all manners of basic type robots to assimilate mechanical objects and cause chaos. Though the boys are fully capable of defeating these monsters with ease, the constant battles begin to take their toll on Daitaro. With constantly having to run out of class, or dash off in the middle of spending time with his friends, he hasn't had much time for a social life. Not only that, but he has to make up for the work he missed during class when he's off saving the city, so has to stay up for hours at night to finish it off. By the time it comes to going to class the next day, he's exhausted. That doesn't stop the Gulfer from continuing to attack, so the whole process repeats itself. Eventually, his grades start to slip and drop down, and Daitaro is chastized by his teachers to get his marks back in shape or he'll fail this term. This starts to frustrate Daitaro, as he has no control over it. The final straw comes when his teacher calls home to tell his parents what's been going on recently. His father takes the call, and isn't too impressed with it. When Daitaro gets home from another battle, his father is waiting, and gives him a stern lecture about responsibility, before sending him to his room. Daitaro is completely angered by this, but cannot tell his father why he's been ditching class. So instead he just wordlessly storms up the stairs, frustrated tears in his eyes. Later on, as he's sitting in his room, he decides for whatever reason that he needs to get away from all of the insanity currently in his life. He packs a few things into his backpack, and sneaks out his window, climbing down the tree near his room. As he starts down the street, his mother knocks on his door. When she opens it to discover that Daitaro isn't there, she hurries downstairs to tell his father. Daitaro's dad feels guilty for how he yelled at him earlier, and tells Manami (the name of Daitaro's mom) to wait at home while he goes out to look for Daitaro. Manami quietly nods as Kiosho (Daitaro's dad) heads out. Sometime later, Kiosho is still out driving along the streets, trying to find Daitaro. Daitaro, however, hasn't gone far. He's hiding out on the school roof, staring up at the stars. Just then he thinks he hears a motorcycle drive by and peeks out over the edge of the roof to investigate. While he doesn't see anything, he hears a voice behind him asking if he's okay. He whirls around to see Polaris standing there. Daitaro grumbles, asking her how she found him. Polaris tells him that if he's going to run away, he should at least take off his tracker watch. Daitaro says he wants to be alone, but Polaris sits beside him, telling him that he looks pretty lonely. After a moment of silence, Daitaro quietly speaks up, saying he's not sure if he can handle the piloting job anymore. When Polaris asks him why he feels that way, Daitaro begins to explain the effect it's had on his life, and how he just can't keep up with all the responsibilities he has. Polaris quietly listens to him, nodding here and there. When he finishes up, she asks him how he thought it would have been from the beginning when he accepted the task. He quietly shrugs his shoulders, and replies that he didn't think it'd be so hard. Polaris sympathizes with him, telling him that a boy his age really shouldn't have to worry about the safety of the planet, but that descision wasn't up to her. It was up to Daitaro himself, and to Kerak. She continues that Daitaro could quit if he so chooses, and noone would hold it against him, but noone would also be able to replace him. He had become an accomplished pilot in such a short time, and not only that, he's been the only Kerak pilot to form a bond with a data weapon. Polaris pats Daitaro on the back, and tells him that he's a special boy, and that she knows he can handle all the pressure with the help of his fellow pilots, and his allies in GEAR. Daitaro asks what she means, and Polaris explains that Kenji and Saburo have been helping each other catch up on their missed work, and have even gone to GEAR personelle for help with things they didn't get. Daitaro asks if that's cheating and Polaris smiles, telling him that it's not cheating, but teamwork. He doesn't feel like he has to shoulder all the responsibilities by himself, because he's part of a team. Daitaro slowly nods, understanding now that he doesn't have to try to keep all this stuff to himself anymore. He thanks Polaris and gives her a hug. Polaris hugs him back, and Daitaro comments that he's got a weird sense of deja vu. Polaris sweatdrops and laughs it off, telling Daitaro that he'd better hurry home. His folks were worried about him. Daitaro nods and starts down off the roof. Polaris lets out a quiet sigh and jumps off the roof herself, getting onto her bike and speeding off. A little later, Daitaro quietly sneaks into his house. It's dark, so he figures everyone's gone to bed. As he tries to go up the stairs, he hears his mother call out to him from the kitchen. Wincing, he heads in there, apologetically looking up at her. She's seated at the kitchen counter with a sandwich in front of her. Smiling down at him, she asks Daitaro if he's hungry. Daitaro nods quietly and climbs up onto the chair across from his mom. He apologizes for making her and dad worry, but she shakes her head. She tells him that it's okay, and that sometimes people just need to get away from themselves to think about things. Daitaro nods, thanking his mom for understanding as he chows down on the sandwich. Manami tells him that she'll talk to his father when he gets back, and smooth things over. Daitaro sweatdrops, asking if his dad is angry. Manami shakes her head, saying that he's just worried about Daitaro. After he's done with the sandwich, Manami tells Daitaro to hurry on upstairs to bed, since it's past his bedtime. Daitaro thanks his mom again and hurries upstairs. The next day, alarm goes up around GEAR as yet another Gulfer siting is reported. The boys are called in yet again, though this time Daitaro doesn't seem so run down by it. Kerak deploys out to the harbour, where they see that a Gulfer has assimilated a huge oil tanker, which is now using barrels of oil as flaming projectiles, causing quite a few fires at warehouses along the docks. Kerak positions itself between the ship and the docks, as Daitaro loads Emerald Griffin. Saburo is ready to rock, but Kenji comments that they need to give firefighters on the ground time to put out the fires first, since the Gulfer isn't stopping it's assault. Daitaro nods, and uses Emerald Griffin's power to create a wall of emerald colored energy in front of it and the docks. The wall resists the attacks made by the gulfer, which gives the firefighters opportunity to put out fires without having to worry about new ones. The wall of energy is draining Kerak's power fairly quickly though, and Saburo comments how if they don't hurry, Kerak won't have the strength to defeat the Gulfer. Just then, the boys notice a creature standing on one of the nearby docks. Kenji identifies it as Silver Chollima, one of the data weapons. Daitaro wonders why it's here, and Saburo figures that it must have been hiding in the harbour somewhere at the time of the attack. Silver Chollima leaps into the air, flying around Kerak's barrier before lunging at the Gulfer. The boys are surprised as it lands a solid blow to the Gulfer, momentarily distracting it. Daitaro realizes that they have a chance to destroy it now without having to worry about it's attacks harming anyone and takes advantage, using Emerald Griffin's Final Attack to cleave the Gulfer in two. Kerak unloads Emerald Griffin as Silver Chollima vanishes just as quickly as it appeared. Kerak turns to the harbour to see if there are any fires left, but the firefighters have everything under control. The dockworkers all cheer Kerak on, thanking it for saving their lives. The boys exchange a thumbs up, before lifting into the air and heading back to GEAR.


Episode 8: The Young Genius

Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo are walking to school one day, talking amongst themselves about how there hasn't been a Gulfer attack recently. Saburo comments how he's just glad that Kensei hasn't appeared in a while, which Daitaro agrees to. As they're walking along, a young girl on a bicycle nearly barrels right through them, forcing the boys to dive aside. She waves behind her as she continues on, briefly apologizing. The boys stand up and brush themselves off. Daitaro and Saburo grumble about how rude the girl was, while Kenji silently glares at the girl as she disappears over the hill. As the boys get to class, Kenji notices that the girl from before is seated at his desk. Frowning, he walks up to her and tells her that she's sitting in his spot. The girl says that the teacher gave her permission to find her own seat. Kenji protests, but the other girls sitting around the new girl give Kenji grief, forcing him to retreat to a seat across the classroom. Sitting in his new seat, he angrily glares at his desk. The teacher calls the new girl to the head of the class, and introduces her to them. Her name is Ami Futako, and she had transfered in from another district. Ami greets the class and says she hopes she can make friends with all of them. Daitaro and Saburo share a joke about her bike riding, while Kenji glares at her. Ami notices Kenji, and sticks her tongue out at him. Kenji is caught off guard and looks to the side, muttering. Outside the school, the machine general avatars are lurking about across the street. They plot to attack the school, after having figured out that the kids that pilot Kerak go there. They figure that if they attack them while they're in school, they won't have the chance to get Kerak. Back in class, Ami's first day is going pretty well. She's made quite a few friends, including Daitaro and Saburo whom she properly apologized to. Daitaro asks her how she ended up moving into the city, and Ami explains that her father is an important scientist that got transfered to a new facility. Across the room, Kenji continues to give Ami dirty looks. Ami notices him from time to time, and asks Daitaro and Saburo what Kenji's deal is. Saburo responds, saying how Kenji is just like that. Daitaro agrees, explaining how Kenji takes everything too seriously. Ami shakes her head, saying how boring Kenji must be to hang around. Daitaro sweatdrops, noting that beside himself and Saburo, Kenji really doesn't have any friends. Ami says she isn't surprised. Just then, the school trembles due to a nearby explosion. A mechanical Gulfer beast has touched down, and is opening fire on the school. The teachers try to evacuate the classrooms as best as they can, but panicked kids still try to escape frantically. Daitaro and Saburo get seperated from Ami as they try to make their way out of the school. Meanwhile, at GEAR, they've pinpointed the Gulfer's location. Polaris is shocked to realize that the Gulfer is attacking the trio's school, and Commander Bussho asks for options. Ozuru says that there really isn't any options, since the boys have the gear commanders and without them, noone else can pilot Kerak. Polaris heads out to her bike, hoping she can find the trio at the school and quickly bring them back to GEAR. Back at the school, Ami is being shoved about in a frantic crowd, as she tries to make her way to the emergency exit. One of the Gulfer's attacks strikes the roof above the hallway she's in, which causes part of it to collapse in. Ami looks up in shock as the debris begins to fall on her, but is saved at the last second as Kenji tackles her out of the way. He looks over his shoulder at the debris, then angrily glares down at Ami, calling her idiot for not getting out of the way. Ami is shocked by Kenji saving her so doesn't have much to say back. Kenji doesn't give her a chance either as he pulls her to her feet and heads off, pulling her along by her hand. She asks him where he's going, and he tells her that there's another exit nearby that he was heading for when he noticed that Ami was in trouble. She finally thanks him for the save, but he replies that next time he's gonna let her get squished if she isn't smart enough to get out of harm's way. Ami sweatdrops, remarking that was raised under a rock to have such manners. Kenji ignores her as he heads outside, and meets with Daitaro and Saburo. The four of them hide behind a gym equipment shed to try and keep out of the Gulfer's sight. Daitaro, Kenji, and Saburo huddle together to try and figure out a way to contact GEAR. Daitaro takes out his gear commander, figuring that maybe he could find a way to send them a message through it. Ami notices the gear commander and points dramatically at the three, declaring that they're Kerak's pilots. The trio is surprised, not sure what to say. Ami continues, asking which one of them was able to capture a data weapon. Daitaro slowly raises his hand, and Ami tells him to load it up so it can fight off the Gulfer. Daitaro is confused, telling her that without Kerak he can't load the data weapons. Ami calls him a big dunce and explains that even though he can bring out Caladbolg, he can still summon Emerald Griffin to help fight the Gulfer. Daitaro sheepishly admits that he didn't know that, and Ami declares that that's why she's there. Before Daitaro can get an explaination, Ami again tells him to load Emerald Griffin. Daitaro does so, and Emerald Griffin appears before the Gulfer, pouncing to attack. The two battle it out for some time, but it seems that Emerald Griffin isn't strong enough to take the Gulfer out on it's own. Just then, out of nowhere, Sapphire Addanc lunges out of the nearby canal, sinking it's massive jaws into the machine beast. Combining their efforts, Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc battle the Gulfer. Saburo asks Ami why Sapphire Addanc would suddenly come in and help like that. Ami explains that the data weapons aren't enemies or anything, in fact they work very well together. It's up to the person whom they form a contract with to use them for good, rather then evil. Polaris zips past the battle and stops in front of the group, telling the Kerak trio to climb aboard. She notices Ami, and tells her to get somewhere safe before peeling away towards GEAR. Daitaro asks Polaris as she drives how Ami knew so much about the data weapons, and Polaris tells him that there isn't any time to explain, and that they need to hurry to Kerak before the data weapons are captured. Back at GEAR, Kerak is preparing to launch. Polaris tells the three that if the opportunity arises to form a contract with Sapphire Addanc, then they should do so. Kerak launches, and makes it's way quickly back to the school. As they land, they can see that the data weapons are struggling with the Gulfer, pulling it away from the school. Daitaro calls Emerald Griffin back and loads Caladbolg. Kerak attempts to slash at the machine beast, but it quickly evades. Saburo points out a logo on it's side, saying that the Gulfer must have assimilated some kind of sports car. Daitaro figures that it's gonna be hard to hit, but keeps at it, slashing and slicing at the machine beast. Still, it's able to evade quickly, rapidly striking at Kerak and knocking it back a bit. Just then however, the Sapphire Addanc recovers and clamps it's jaws down on the Gulfer's leg, keeping it in place. Taking advantage of this, Kerak lunges forwards and slashes the Gulfer in two, destroying it. Sapphire Addanc sticks around afterwards this time, and the boys open the cockpit up. They each take out their gear commanders and try to form a contract with the data weapon, but this time it is Saburo who is successful, as Sapphire Addanc is saved to his gear commander. Regardless of this, all three boys are happy to have gained a new ally in Sapphire Addanc, and return to GEAR. As they climb out of their cockpits there, they are greeted by Ami who tells them they fought great. Daitaro asks Ami what she's doing at GEAR, and Ami explains that she lied earlier about her father, and that it was her that was tranfered to GEAR to assist them in studying the data weapons. Saburo brushes it off, proclaiming that there's no way someone as young as Ami could be a scientist, but Polaris confirms it. She tells the trio that Ami is a genius, and has been doing research on the nature of the data weapons for the last year or so. Ami is modest, and tells the three that she'll do her best to assist them however she can. Daitaro and Saburo seem okay with the arrangement, but Kenji silently heads off by himself. Ami sweatdrops as he heads off, commenting on how cold Kenji is.


Episode 10: Close to Destruction! Traitor Revealed

In the previous episode, Ami managed to lose the boys' data weapons while researching them. Before she can tell them what happens, Kensei reappears on the scene with six new machine beasts Sirius calls his samurai. The boys go out to face them, but are shocked when they go to use their data weapons. Outmatched, Kerak manages to escape the encounter with the help of a decoy. Back at GEAR, Kenji and Saburo read the riot act to Ami for losing the data weapons, while Daitaro tries to calm them down. Ami feels terrible about the situation, and is close to tears. Polaris tells everyone to relax, since they all need to brainstorm a way to get the data weapons back. Just then, Sirius makes an announcement over all of Earth's radiowaves, declaring that if Kerak doesn't come out to face Kensei and it's samurai, then he'll start attacking all the major cities on Earth. Saburo groans while Kenji gets even more on Ami's case before finally being slapped across the face by Polaris. There's a stunned moment of silence as Kenji looks up at Polaris in shock, rubbing his cheek. Polaris gives him a stern look and tells him that Ami couldn't have possibly known that the data weapons would run off, so he should just stop giving her so much trouble about it. Kenji glares to the side and quietly apologizes, his fists clenched. Ami knows that Kenji doesn't really mean it, but accepts the apology anyways. Commander Bussho tells everyone that they have to think up a plan and fast, before Sirius's deadline runs out and he starts attacking cities. The team gets to work, trying to think of ways to attract the data weapons back to Kerak. Saburo suggests that they lead them back with a trail of food. Everyone sweatdrops, as Daitaro whispers to Saburo that the data weapons don't eat. Saburo's stomache grumbles, and he laughs sheepishly, saying that he probably shouldn't think on an empty stomache. A little later after they get lunch, they're still at a loss for what to do with the data weapons. As Sirius's deadline draws closer, Ami becomes more and more upset, blaming herself for the whole mess. She bangs her fist on the table and shouts out an apology, before continuing on, yelling at all the electronic machines in GEAR for giving off so much energy that the data weapons chased after it. Ami then blinks, and declares that she has an idea. She lays out her plan, saying that they can whip together a device that gives off a huge electronic signal that'll attract the data weapons right to Kerak. Polaris agrees that it's their best bet, and Commander Bussho agrees. He gives Ami and Hideaki permission to work on it, with haste being a major factor as time was slowly running out. Luckily a device that just gives out a huge electronic signal isn't all that complicated for the duo, and they're able to quickly finish it. With the 'data weapon magnet' in hand, the boys launched in Kerak to face down Sirius, hoping they can surprise him by suddenly getting their data weapons back and launching a quick attack. When they get to the battlefield, they wait for a moment before using the device. However, rather then just attracting their data weapons, all six data weapons made an appearance. Both the boys and Sirius are completely caught off guard by this, and are momentarily stunned before reality sets in. They could get all of the data weapons at once right here! With that, both Kerak and Kensei launched forth into the midst of the data weapons. Managing to avoid attacks from Sirius's samurai beasts, Daitaro and Saburo were able to reclaim Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc. In addition, Daitaro formed a contract with Ruby Fenrir, saving it on his gear commander while Saburo also managed to form a contract, with Bronze Fenghuang. Sirius cursed the boys' luck, and managed to reclaim Golden Kitsune as his own. He attempts to form a contract with Silver Chollima, but is stunned to find that Kenji has already beaten him to the punch. However, he doesn't appear to be shocked by this and charges forth at Kerak, locking hands with it in a test of strength. As they struggle with each other, there's a sudden explosion in Kenji's cockpit. Daitaro and Saburo are surprised and try to see if Kenji is okay, but he is more then okay. In fact, he was the one that caused the explosion. As he transfers his data weapon into a black gear commander, Kenji reveals to the two that he's been a Gulfer spy all along, and now he's managed to claim another data weapon for them. The boys are stunned as Kenji leaps from Kerak, into the waiting secondary cockpit of Kensei, teaming with Sirius. Forcing the stunned Kerak team backwards, Kenji loads Silver Chollima, giving Kensei the legendary sword Haedonggum. Back at GEAR, Polaris and the others are absolutely shocked. Commander Bussho orders the boys to fall back and recooperate, but without Kerak's third pilot, it doesn't move as swiftly as normal. Kensei's hyper plasma drive suddenly vents a tremendous deal of heat as it prepares for a final attack. It points Haedonggum at Kerak as it begins to glow. Then a massive amount of mirror images of the winged blade surges out from the original in a swarm, flying out at Kerak. The boys turtle up as they're swarmed from all sides by the blades, being striken over and over again. Kerak is nailed in the damaged cockpit area, which causes a small explosion in Saburo's seat, injuring him. After the barrage is finally over, Kerak sinks to it's knees as Daitaro shouts to Saburo, who's been knocked unconscious. Sirius and Kenji mock the Kerak team, telling them that they never stood a chance, and they were going to die on this battlefield. However, due to using the final attack, Kensei is no longer able to attack. Taking advantage of the brief confusion, Daitaro pilots Kerak on his own, managing to escape from Kensei and it's cohorts, much to Sirius's frustration. Kenji declares that it's only a matter of time anyways, since Kerak no longer has it's full team. He also says that he himself knows all the weaknesses of Daitaro and Saburo, so that the next time that Kensei battles Kerak, there will be no place to run. Back at GEAR, a team of medics quickly and carefully gets Saburo out of Kerak before taking him to the medical bay. Daitaro stands off to the side by himself, still in shock over what happened. Polaris approaches him, and asks him if he's okay. Daitaro starts to blame himself, saying that he should have been able to see that Kenji was bad news, and that he was an idiot for falling for it. Polaris tells him that there's nothing he could have done, and that Kenji fooled everyone, not just him. Regardless of this, Daitaro keeps blaming himself, saying that if only he could tell, Saburo would be okay. But now, things weren't looking so good.. Tears well up in his eyes as he starts to cry, throwing his arms around Polaris and clinging to her. Polaris frowns and tries to comfort Daitaro as best as she can. From the distance Ami watches them, a sad frown on her face. She goes over to Kerak and peers into what's left of Kenji's old cockpit. She blinks as she notices something shiney and reaches inside, pulling out Kenji's old gear commander..


Episode 11: Climatic Battle! Kerak vs. Kensei

Twelve years ago, a young Azami Tanakaya was morning the loss of her recently deceased husband. They had married young, and were both very happy. Before they could have children though, Azami's husband was in a tragic car accident. A bus full of schoolchildren had swerved in his path, which he managed to avoid but in the process, ran his car off the road. Azami was staying with her parents, watching snow fall on the nearby frozen pond when she saw a falling star. Closing her eyes, she wished to be able to feel happiness again. When she opened her eyes, she realized the falling star was actually falling towards her parents home. She panicked and took cover under a nearby table as the 'star' soared over the house, and crashed into a nearby field. When she realized it was safe, Azami went out to investigate what the object was with her surprised parents. When they got to the crash site, they were shocked. Among the rubble of whatever might have been soaring through the sky was a baby, quietly sleeping. While her parents were unsure what to do, Azami beleived in her heart that this was her wish. A gift from her recently departed husband. She gently picked the baby up and wrapped it in her jacket, smiling down at it. As the baby opened it's eyes, Azami named him Kenji. The scene began to fade as Azami snapped back to reality. The police had come over earlier, and told her that Kenji was missing, and wanted some information on him. She was still in shock from what they told her, and began to wonder if she was just cursed. She picked up a picture of herself and Kenji during happier times, and frowned. Kenji never really smiled much growing up. In fact, he always seemed so gloomy. Was she a bad mother? Tears welled up in her eyes as she looked out the window into the sky. The police that visited Ms. Tanakaya were, of course, actually Polaris and Ozuru in disguise. They had been trying to gather information on Kenji, and were frustrated by the dead ends they kept coming to. It was Commander Bussho's theory that Kenji had been sent to Earth as a baby to collect information, and judging by holes in Ms. Tanakaya's story, he seemed to be right. Polaris figured that the Gulfer took control of Kenji the moment he saw Kerak. However, she wasn't able to figure out why Kerak would choose Kenji as a pilot, if he was destined to pilot Kensei along with Sirius all this time. Ozuru figured that the Gulfer probably found a way to trick Kerak into thinking Kenji was a good kid. Polaris agreed, but wondered if Kerak really needed to be tricked. She hoped against hope that Kenji really was a good kid, and it was only the Gulfer's ability to control people's minds that made him betray GEAR. Elsewhere in the medical bay, Saburo was recovering from his injuries. He recovered consciousness a while ago, but was being restricted to bed for now to make sure he's okay. Daitaro was sitting with him, as they both discussed Kenji's betrayal. Saburo was enraged that Kenji would turn his back on his friends like that, while Daitaro tried to explain what Polaris told him about mind control. Despite that, Saburo was still angry. Daitaro sighed and told Saburo that there was no sense in being angry at someone who couldn't control what they were doing. Saburo, however, wasn't even sure that Kenji was under any control. He asked why, if Kenji was under some kind of mind control, would he save Ami from being crushed back when the Gulfer attacked their school? Or why wouldn't Kenji just sabotage their training so Kensei could just wipe them out. Daitaro had no answer for Saburo, and stared down at the floor with a depressed look in his eyes. As the two pondered the reason behind their former teammates sudden betrayal, Ami watched on from a distance. She had still felt bad about losing the data weapons before, and wanted to make it up to them. However, with the new developments, she was unsure now if she was at fault, or if Kenji had been behind it. She looked down at the abandoned gear commander in her hand. Kenji had obviously taken the data weapon he captured with him, but even so his previous battle data was still in the gear commander's memory cache. She then looked back up to the two boys with a serious expression on her face, before hurrying off. Meanwhile on the moon, Sirius and Kenji were being commended by the Master of Spiral City for pulling off a masterful ruse, and leaving Kerak crippled. Sirius revealed that it had been the Gulfer Emperor's intentions all along to utilize Kenji's skills in order to infiltrate the humans and overthrow their defenses. Kenji speaks up, saying that Kensei will soon be recharged, and then they'll return to Earth and finish off Kerak once and for all. Back on Earth, Saburo is finally out of bed and moving around again, when alarms go off in GEAR headquarters. He and Daitaro hurry into the war-room, where they discover that Kensei has returned with it's samurai and is demanding that Kerak come out from hiding, or they'll start destroying everything in sight. Daitaro and Saburo scowl, and want to go out right away, but Commander Bussho stops them, saying that even though Kerak is repaired from it's last encounter, they'd have no chance against Kensei without a third pilot. Just then, a voice from the doors claim that they do have a third pilot. Daitaro and Saburo turn around, to find Ami suited up for battle. Daitaro can't beleive it, and Saburo claims that she can't fight because she has no experience. Ami says she can still use combat data from the battles Kenji was in to keep up with the others. Daitaro wonders if Ami can even interact with Kerak, and Polaris tells them to combine their gear commanders to find out. When they do so, Daitaro and Saburo's commanders glow as brightly as ever, while Ami's glows a bit brighter then Polaris and Ozuru did when they were training. Still, it's nowhere near as bright as the others. Ami claims, however, that she can make up for her incompatibility with her ability to manage resources, so they'll be able to last a bit longer in battle. Daitaro and Saburo seem satisfied by this, and they hurry out to Kerak. As they're strapping in, Saburo complains about how Kensei has those other machine beasts with him, and how it's pretty well impossible to defeat all of them without running out of energy first. Ami speaks up, saying that it's possible they CAN take out all of them at once, but it requires the use of Bronze Fenghuang. The other two don't get what she means, and she says she'll explain on the way to the battlefield. With that, Kerak launches and heads towards Kensei's location. Meanwhile, back at the battlefield, Kensei and it's samurai beasts continue to destroy everything around them, getting closer and closer to the city. Kenji comments how late Kerak is, and wonders if they're even going to come. Sirius claims that they'll come, and how Earthlings are too foolish to admit when they've been defeated. Just then, Kerak lands nearby in the midst of the samurai beasts. Sirius greets them, welcoming them to their doom. Daitaro tells him that they aren't beat yet, and Kenji replies that they should just give up now and spare themselves a painful death. Saburo tells Kenji to stick his head where the sun doesn't shine, which prompts Kenji to order the samurai to attack. The samurai lunge forth into battle, but rather then fighting them, Kerak dodges and weaving around them, slowly lining them up on the battlefield. Saburo hopes that Ami's plan will work, and Ami responds that there's only a 5% likelyhood of it failing. Daitaro claims that he likes those odds as they lead the team of enemies along, and into a nearby abandoned tunnel. As Kensei enters the tunnel, Ami tells Saburo to load Bronze Fenghuang now. He does so, giving Kerak the Qi Xing Jian blades as it reaches the end of the tunnel and turns around. Preparing for a final attack, Kerak's hyper plasma drive vents as it crosses the blades in front of it. The blades glow with a firely light and suddenly fill the tunnel with many glowing feathers made of energy which blast through the entire tunnel. Sirius and Kenji are caught off guard by the attack, as are the samurai beasts. Kerak flies out of the tunnel as it explodes with a firey light. As they float there, they're hopeful that the plan worked. A sudden blast of energy from the smoke of the blast surprises Kerak and knocks it out of the air. As the team recovers, they discover that Kensei and one of the samurai beasts managed to survive the attack. Ami sweatdrops, and says that maybe her calculations were a bit off. Low on power, Kerak is battered by Kensei and it's cohort. As the samurai beast moves in to strike Kerak with a vicious attack, it's suddenly knocked aside by a blast from a beam cannon. Looking to the sky, the team spots some sort of fighter plane making it's way towards them. Polaris's voice crackles over the radio, and tells Kerak to prepare for an incoming boost. Daitaro and Saburo are confused, but Ami tells them to get Kerak to jump into the air with the last of it's power. They do so, and Ami opens Kerak's denchi ports, ejecting the spent hyper denchis as the fighter plane launches new ones. Sirius suddenly realizes what's happening but is too late to do anything as Kerak receives the fresh denchis, restoring all of it's energy. While still in the air, Saburo unloads Bronze Fenghuang, allowing Daitaro to load Ruby Fenrir and the Balmung. Kensei and the last samurai beast soar into the air to attack Kerak, but Kerak slashes right through the samurai beast, and kicks Kensei back to the ground. As Kensei struggles to recover, Kerak holds the Balmung in the air and prepares for a second final attack. The sword becomes like a lightning rod as thunderclouds billow around Kerak, electrifying Balmung. With the sword charged, Kerak slashes it down at Kensei, launching a tremendous surge of lightning at Kensei. Sirius and Kenji attempt to dodge the blast but are caught up in it, and are given a terrible jolt despite being protected inside their cockpit. Kensei is terribly damaged by the huge shock of power, it's systems sparking and shorting out. After the attack is over, Kensei collapses to it's hands and knees, struggling to rise up again. Before Kerak can swoop in and defeat it though, a strange Gulfer ship soars in and snatches up Kensei, escaping. Saburo calls the Kensei team a bunch of wusses, while Daitaro thanks Ami for her help, telling her that they couldn't have done it without her. Ami blushes and tells Daitaro that she owed them one.


Episode 16: The Devil from the Shadows of the Moon

At Spiral City, the Master is speaking to the machine generals, discussing how to approach defeating Kerak next. Abzolute claims that they should stop depending so heavily on Kensei, considering how often it has failed to defeat Kerak. The others agree, but the Master notes that they've failed just as much as Kensei, perhaps even moreso. It then continues, saying how Kerak has become more dangerous then ever because of all the data weapons it's managed to claim. He states that this issue will soon no longer exist, as the Emperor has sent additional help. From the shadows, a strange monster shrieks. Witter mentions the name Ragou, and the Master confirms this. The Gulfer Emperor has sent his personal pet Ragou to take care of the data weapons once and for all. Kenji watches on from around the corner, bitterly cursing the machine generals and their trechary. He also decides to suggest to Sirius that they lay low on Sirius's ship while Ragou is around, in order to keep their own data weapons safe from it. Back at GEAR, everyone's taking a little time off from their duties to help celebrate Hatsumi's birthday. After they're done handing out presents, Ami walks into the room with a big yummy looking cake that she made herself. As she makes her way towards the table though, she trips on the leg of a chair, and falls fowards, smushing the cake into Saburo's face. Ami and Daitaro can't help but laugh as Saburo wipes cake off himself, which gets him embarassed and angry. He grabs big chunks of the cake and smushes them into Ami and Daitaro's face, asking them how they like it in an angry tone. The three get into a heated arguement that ends with them all walking out in seperate directions. Hatsumi laughs off the whole incident as kids being kids, while Polaris shakes her head and wonders just how mad they are at each other. Over the next few days she gets her answer, as all three of them don't say a single word to each other, turning their noses up at each other if they see one another. While Polaris is concerned, everyone else at GEAR just seems to think that they're having a typical kid-like spat. Polaris thinks that a dispute like that might be okay with other kids, but these three had to work together as a team to operate Kerak. So Polaris began to form a plan in her head to get the three speaking to one another again. After getting each of the team members to hand over their gear commanders for a routine analysis, Polaris spoke with Daitaro and Saburo's data weapons, asking them for help to get the two to a nearby amusement park. The data weapons seem to agree with Polaris, and she gives the gear commanders back to the Kerak team. That night while the boys sleep, the data weapons pop out of the gear commanders, and travel through their computers to get to the amusement park's website. They each do a little messing around, setting it up so both and Daitaro and Saburo win free tickets to the amusement park the next day. Their task completed, they get back to the gear commanders and carry on as if nothing happened. The next morning, Daitaro and Saburo check their e-mails, and discover that they've won the tickets. The both get excited, and get ready to go. Meanwhile at GEAR, Polaris approaches Ami, who is quietly working on a project, and asks her if she'd like to go out and have some fun. Ami looks at Polaris questioningly, and Polaris explains that she had won a ticket to the amusement park, but was too busy with work on the new Cell Fighter to possibly have time to go. So she figured that Ami might like the ticket instead. Ami thinks about it and agrees, saying she could use some cheering up. She finishes up what she was working on, before heading out to the amusement park. The three arrive seperately and don't even realize that one another are there. Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc manage to sneak away from Daitaro and Saburo, and jump through the various park rides as they search out Ami. They find her waiting in line for the ferris wheel. They make a careful note of where she is and head back to the two boys, leaping out in front of them before zipping off, prompting the two to chase after them before someone spots them. They lead the boys through the amusement park, and get back to the ferris wheel just in time, as Ami is climbing into a seat by herself. They leap into the seats beside Ami, which tricks Daitaro and Saburo to hop in after them. The man working the ferris wheel closes the doors behind them, thus trapping the three with each other on the ferris wheel. They quickly realize that they've been tricked and angrily glance away from each other. As the ferris wheel slowly spins, they share an awkward silence, before Saburo starts to snicker. Ami asks him what's so funny, and he responds that the look on her face as she tripped was pretty hilarious. Daitaro snickers as well, agreeing. Ami sweatdrops, and remarks that it wasn't as funny as the look on Saburo's face after he was wearing the cake. Daitaro and Ami both share a laugh at this, and Saburo remarks that the funniest was when the both of them had cake smeared all over them. They all share a laugh at this, and apologize to each other for fighting. Everything seems resolved when an explosion rocks the amusement park. The three manage to climb out of the ferris wheel and go to investigate what the problem is. They discover that a gulfer beast is attacking the amusement park, along with a strange ugly looking monster. The data weapons act strangely around the monster, seeming shaken. The team hurries towards the park's exit where Polaris meets them, giving them a lift back to GEAR. A bit later, Kerak launches and lands in the nearby amusement park. When they spot the strange monster again, which is actually Ragou, the data weapons again react strangely, this time summoning themselves out from the gear commanders and attacking the monster themselves. Because the team can protest, they are set upon by the machine beast that accompanied Ragou. This machine beast is alot stronger then the others they had faced in the past, and Ami comments how the Gulfer must be taking them really serious now. The boys brush it off, and keep at the attack. They can't seem to break the machine beast's defensive stance though, and are distracted by their data weapons battling Ragou to boot. Finally, Vega returns to the scene on her motorcycle, and provides a brief distraction for Kerak by launching a few missiles at the machine beast from behind, throwing it off it's stance. The team takes advantage of this and finishes the machine beast off with Blazing Grasp, before turning their attention on Ragou. The boys try to summon the data weapons back, which is successful after a brief moment of hesitation. As they faced Ragou down, Saburo loads up Sapphire Addanc, giving Kerak the legendary sword Dyrnwyn. Kerak and Ragou clash briefly, and the team realizes that Ragou is alot stronger then they initially realized. Alot of their sword slashes were merely grazing off Ragou's tough hide. Saburo says that they should try to see if a final attack will do the trick. Daitaro asks Ami if that'd be smart, and she admits that they might as well try. Leaping backwards and away from Ragou, Kerak held it's sword out in front of it as it overloaded it's batteries. The sword became wreathed and flames, and suddenly launched a cyclone of fire and intense heat at Ragou. Though it was able to evade most of the blast, it still took some considerable damage, one of it's legs being blasted right off by the cyclone and thrown into the nearby ocean. After this, Ragou made a hasty retreat to recover from the attack. Back at GEAR, the time is climbing out of Kerak's cockpit and congratulating themselves on a job well done. Polaris approaches them and asks them if they're friends again. Ami grins slyly and pokes Polaris, asking her if she had planned this all along. Polaris acted as if she didn't know what Ami was talking about, but the trio thanked her regardless, saying that their friendship is too important to fight over cake. Polaris is glad to hear that, saying that Hideaki made Hatsumi a replacement cake, and asked the three if they wanted to join the rest of the GEAR staff for a slice. They all cheer, and head off towards the war-room.


Episode 17: Ragou's Terrible Fangs

Daitaro and Saburo are off trying to help Ami learn how to pilot with them without using Kenji's old combat data. The rest of GEAR seems to be in a fairly relaxed state as well, despite the recent appearance of Ragou. Seeing as how Kerak managed to badly wound it and chase it off, noone really considered a threat and were on low alert. Saburo even left his gear commander at home. This proved to be a big mistake, as Saburo's little sister discovered it while snooping through this things. After playing around with it, Otome manages to summon forth Sapphire Addanc's small avatar. Surprised at first, she manages to make friends with it, despite it's rather intimidating appearance. After playing with it a bit, Otome takes the gear commander and Sapphire Addanc outside and towards the nearby park to show her friends. As she heads over there, the Gulfer baka trio spot her, and the data weapon. Though they weren't sure how a little girl managed to get a hold of a data weapon, they certainly didn't care and began to follow her. Not long after that, the Kerak team stop by Saburo's place so he can pick up his gear commander. Daitaro teases him for forgetting it, while Ami comments how irresponsible it is to leave it laying around. Saburo tells the two to relax, and that he keeps it in a secret place with a bunch of other stuff he doesn't want his sister to find. When he gets up to his room, however, he discovers that his gear commander is gone, and one of Otome's toys nearby. Saburo flips out and runs back downstairs, frantically telling the other two that his sister found the gear commander. Daitaro thinks it's hilarious, but Ami warns that it could be dangerous. Otome could accidently lose the data weapons saved on the gear commander, or even be spotted by the Gulfer with it. Saburo starts to panic, and runs to his dad, asking him where Otome is. Hiroshi, in the middle of suplexing one of his students, pauses a moment to think about it, then tells the three that she went down to the park to show her friends some new toy she found. They quickly turn around and head out towards the park. Meanwhile, at the park, Otome has managed to attract a group of young kids, showing off Sapphire Addanc to them. They're nervous at first, but Otome explains that the data weapon (she calls it a computer pet) is nice and harmless. Before the kids can see it any further though, the machine general avatars shoo them away, before cornering Otome. Trying to pretend they're nice, they ask her where she got the cool toy. Otome explains that it's really her brother's toy, and she's just borrowing it. Gurumet offers to trade a big bag of candy for the gear commander. Otome considers it for a moment, then tells him that she's not allowed to take candy from strangers because strangers who give candy to little kids are usually really creepy and weird. Gurumet sweatdrops and glares at Otome, telling her that if she doesn't give him the gear commander, she's gonna be really sorry. Otome gets really scared and starts to back off. The gulfer trio start to follow her, but are caught offguard as Saburo runs up behind them and hops over Witter's shoulders, spinning in mid-air and nailing the three of them with a shining wizard. Daitaro and Ami follow up behind them by kneeling behind their legs, causing all three of them to topple to the ground. Saburo lands, and snatches his gear commander away from Otome, shouting at her and telling her that it's not a toy. Otome tearfully apologizes, making Saburo feel bad. He tells her that bad people want to take away the 'computer pet' that lives inside the gear commander, so he's gotta be careful about taking it outside. There's no time for more explaination though, as the gulfer trio have gotten back to their feet and don't look impressed. Daitaro and Ami gulp while Saburo scoops Otome up on his back. With that, the Kerak team make a break for it, the Gulfer trio in hot persuit. After a humourous chase scene that involves the gulfer trio tangling themselves up in playground equipment, they manage to corner the Kerak team. Before they can do anything though, Polaris chases them off with her motorcycle, making the save. Daitaro asks her how she knew they were in trouble, and Ami reveals a new invention, a small GEAR pin that can give off an emergency signal if something is wrong. Saburo makes Otome promise not to tell their dad about any of this, which she does. After driving them home, Polaris gives Saburo an earful about leaving his gear commander laying around, and tells him to be more responsible with it. Saburo sheepishly agrees, and heads inside with his sister. The next day at GEAR, the team is back at helping Ami train, when alarms go off. Ragou has reappeared, seemingly all healed up from it's previous encounter, along with a strange dish shaped Gulfer. The whole encounter seems strange though, as the Gulfer appears to be holding Ragou back inside a barrier. Kerak launches, and makes it's way to their location. As before, the data weapons react strangely to Ragou and appear on their own without any summoning. They try to attack Ragou, but cannot break through the protective barrier the dish shaped Gulfer has put up. Kerak moves to attack the Gulfer, but is suddenly repelled backwards by a strange energy wave the machine beast releases. Kerak struggles with the waves, but is unable to get close to the Gulfer. The team is at a loss to how to combat this tactic, until Ozuru and Polaris make an appearance in the cell fighter to provide a distraction with it's beam cannon. With the cell fighter managing to damage the parts of the Gulfer that generate the repelling waves, Kerak is able to swiftly finish it off with a well placed attack. However, by doing this, they free Ragou from the barrier it was trapped in. Ragou wastes no time, quickly attacking both Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc, sinking it's fangs into both of them. They are both badly injured by this, and turn a strange purplish color. The Kerak team attacks Ragou, and chases it off before it can attack the other data weapons. Daitaro asks Ami what Ragou just did to the data weapons, and she responds that she can't be sure until they get them back to GEAR. Kerak and the cell fighter work together to help transport Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc back to GEAR's hangar, where Ami immedietely begins to analyze them. It doesn't take her long to find out what's happened. Ragou has somehow infected them with a terrible computer virus that is slowly deleting them. Daitaro and Saburo are shocked and desperately ask Ami to get rid of the virus. She tries to, but despite her best efforts, she has no way of combating the virus. The team look up to the injured data weapons, unsure of what their fate may be...


Episode 19: The Birth of Tsume

Failing to collect a sample of Ragou from the leg that was blasted into sea for analying a cure for it's virus, thanks mostly in part to a Gulfer attack, the GEAR team has only one option left. To go to the moon, and collect a sample from Ragou themselves. Kerak would not be going alone though, as the GEAR mechanic team worked at great haste to make a space booster for the cell fighter, so Ozuru and Polaris could come along as backup. In the war-room, the team is discussing strategy with Commander Bussho on how to lure Ragou out. Daitaro and Saburo both agree the best way is to attack Spiral City directly until they send Ragou out to defend it. The commander comments on how dangerous that might be, considering Kensei could be nearby, but it's their best shot. As the team goes to prepare for the trip, Commander Bussho asks Ami for a word in private. He tells her that she's not going with the boys. Ami is surprised and protests adamently, stating that she's just as much a member of the Kerak team as Daitaro and Saburo. Commander Bussho agrees with her, but says that she's also the only person who's done indepth study of the data weapons. GEAR needs her to stay behind and tend to the injured data weapons, and try to help them tough it out as long as they can. As much as Ami wants to go with the boys, she relents and agrees to stay behind, asking who'll be taking her place. Commander Bussho replies that they'll be rewiring Kerak's cockpit so it only requires two pilots. When she begins to protest, Bussho adds that it won't be a permanent modification. Ami sits down and sighs. She says that ever since she's been a part of the Kerak piloting team, she's really began to understand the importance of everything that GEAR does. She admits that she originally only took the job so she could have access to all sorts of advanced military computers. She feels guilty about her selfish reasons now, which Commander Bussho forgives her for. He says that no matter how smart she is, she's still a kid and thus isn't always going to make the most mature of descisions. Regardless of that however, he says that he's proud of her for stepping up and putting her life on the line to protect Earth with the other two pilots, saying that her original reason for joining GEAR is no longer important, and that her current reason is all she needs to think about. Ami smiles and thanks Commander Bussho, promising to do her best to keep Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc alive. She hurries off down to the hangar where the data weapons are being kept. Daitaro and Saburo notice her off to the side as they prepare to get into Kerak, and ask Polaris why Ami isn't coming with. Polaris explains to them that the best place for Ami to be right now is with the data weapons. The two reluctantly agree and get into Kerak. A short while later, they're ready to launch along with the newly constructed Cell Booster. Commander Bussho wishes them good luck and a hasty return, and approves their launch into space. Kerak wastes no time in soaring through the sky towards space, with Cell Booster close behind. From a distance hidden among the stars with the use of special camofloge, Sirius's ship, the Arcturus, watches Kerak as it makes it's way towards the moon. Kenji says that they should attack the Kerak team now while they're distracted, but Sirius declines, saying that Ragou is just as much a threat to their data weapons as it is to Kerak's data weapons. Kenji questions Sirius if he's truly suggesting that they let the Kerak team destroy the Emperor's pet. Sirius chuckles and calls Kenji a niave child. He continues, saying that Kerak doesn't have the strength to destroy Ragou and the army of Gulfer on the moon. They'll simply collect a sample from Ragou and head back to Earth. And when they make a cure for Ragou's virus. Once they make the cure, then Kenji can steal it from GEAR by using his knowledge of it's inner workings. This way, they'll have a defense against Ragou's data weapon destroying virus while the Kerak team will be helpless. Kenji is still unsure of Sirius's intentions, but grudgingly agrees that it's a good plan. A little while later, Kerak lands on the moon nearby Spiral City, and wastes no time unleashing an attack on the Gulfer guarding it. Inside Spiral City, the machine generals are surprised that Kerak would dare come back and attack them so blatently. The master of spiral city calls them fools, stating that this time, Ragou will destroy all of their pathetic data weapons. Abzolute openly wonders why Sirius didn't stop Kerak on the way to moon, considering that his ship had to have been close by. Witter remarks that Sirius hasn't been very dependable at all since he's arrived. All three machine generals agree, and begin to plot against him once and for all. Back outside, Kerak is laying waste to all of the basic Gulfer types guarding the city, with assistance from the Cell Booster. Eventually, it's able to get close to the city and uses two of the gulfer as ammo, throwing them into the walls of the city and blowing a big hole in it's side. Spiral City begins to shudder after this, and lift into the air. Daitaro and Saburo shouts at them for being cowards for bit, until Ragou emerges from the city with a violent kicking attack to Kerak's chest, knocking it into the ground. Kerak quickly gets to it's feet, and faces down Ragou, with a plan in mind. Meanwhile, back on Earth, Ami is doing what she can to keep the data weapons functioning. However, it's not looking good. Both Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc appear to be suffering greatly, which causes Ami alot of sadness and grief. She wishes she could do more, but can only hope that the boys make it back in time. Back on the moon, Kerak continues to duke it out with Ragou, trying to provoke it into leaping at them. Ragou goes for it, and Kerak reacts quickly, throwing a special energy net around Ragou and stepping aside. Ragou crashes into the ground and it's wild thrashings causes it to get more and more entangled in the net. However, before they are able to get a sample from Ragou, a machine beast ambuses Kerak, attacking the net and freeing Ragou. Before Kerak is able to stop it, the machine beast also manages to damage the cell booster, which crash lands onto the surface of the moon. Kerak destroys the machine beast, but finds itself low on energy as Ragou backs it into the wall of a crator. Back on Earth, Ami is frantically trying to slow the progression of the virus as Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc near death. But it's no good, and the data weapons vanish as they die. Ami cries out, tears rolling down her cheeks. Suddenly, the image of a mighty red dragon wreathed in red flames appears in the hangar over where the data weapons were. Ami is shocked and stumbles backwards, unsure if it's an enemy. From the dragon, the image of a young green haired girl appears. The image smiles down at the surprised GEAR crew, and thanks them for their efforts. She then extends her hands, letting go of two motes of bright light. The motes flutter down to two incomplete machines in the corner, and land on them. The machines glow brightly, and are replaced by Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc, fully healed and free of the virus. Ami can't beleive her eyes. As the image of the dragon and the girl vanish, the two data weapons streak out of GEAR, towards the moon. Just as Kerak is about to be pounced by Ragou, Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc make the save, knocking Ragou back and standing in front of Kerak. Daitaro and Saburo are shocked and confused, unsure of what's going on. Then, the image of the dragon appears again, this time in Kerak's cockpits. The girl with green hair appears again, and thanks the boys for fighting so bravely. She then says the word 'Tsume', which both of the boys repeat confusedly. With this, Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc glow, and become a single data weapon, the Chou Juu Oh Tsume. It is a strange fiery colored beast with the body of a lion, a thick, spiked alligator like tail, and massive imposing head with huge sharp looking jaws. Tsume battles Ragou viciously, biting off one of it's wings, as Kerak destroys the various machine beasts that have surrounded it with Bronze Fenghuang. Once all of the machine beasts are taken care of, Kerak focuses back on Ragou, with both boys saving Tsume. They then load it, giving Kerak access to the Tsume Blade. Not a sword, but a strange armored arm brace that fits on Kerak's entire right arm. It ends in a strange blade/claw that can be used to grasp and slash. From the side, Polaris tells Kerak to prepare for an incoming denchi replacement. She and Ozuru have managed to position the Cell Booster effectively enough to launch the denchis. Kerak leaps up and collects them, replentishing it's energy source before landing back on the surface of the moon. Ragou attempts to attack Kerak, but is viciously slashed with the Tsume Blade and knocked aside, losing another limb in the process. Kerak then prepares for a final attack, overloading it's hyper plasma drive. The Tsume Blade glows brightly as Kerak slides along the ground with it's leg turbines, before snatching Ragou up in the Tsume Blade by it's midsection. The blades close around it, and with the arm turbine spinning rapidly, Kerak crushes Ragou in the blade, shearing it in half and causing it to explode. Victorious, Kerak collects up the Cell Booster, and heads back to Earth.


Episode 22: A Mother's Secret

Having the day off from school, Daitaro visits his Grandfather with his mother. They make the trip to a comfortable home tucked away near the mountains, and are greeted at the door by Daitaro's grandfather. He appears to be a somewhat serious old man, but is really quite friendly as he gives Daitaro some candy. Heading inside, Daitaro's grandfather asks him if he'd like to go swimming in the pool out back. Daitaro likes the sound of that, and heads off to get changed. As he's walking along, he notices a few old family pictures hanging on the wall. He is startled as he notices one of a young green haired girl, who looked identical to the one that showed up just before Tsume was formed. He continues off to get changed, but makes a note to ask his grandfather later on who the girl is. Meanwhile, Manami sits down with her father, and has some tea with him. He asks her about the affairs at GEAR, and she begins to talk to him about the current affairs at GEAR, Kerak and the team's progess with piloting it, and finally, the appearance of Sirius and Kensei. At this point, it's clearly revealed that Manami and Polaris are one and the same. Polaris's father sips his tea, and comments on how the current situation must be very different for her. He reminices about how he found Polaris on the beach all those years ago, and adopted her to keep her safe. He also talks about if it wasn't for her, he would have never founded GEAR, and Earth would not have been prepared for the Gulfer threat. He then asks her what she plans to do about Sirius. Polaris is unsure, saying how Sirius seems to want to remember his past, but is being held back by some unseen force. Her father states that it could be the Gulfer Emperor himself blocking off Sirius's memories. Polaris agrees, mentioning how the Gulfer Emperor seems to be doing the same to Kenji. Her father nods sagely, saying that no human would willingly serve the Gulfer Emperor, from what Polaris's said of him. Daitaro hurries past with a towel, declaring that he's going to do the biggest cannonball ever, which ends Polaris and her father's conversation. Later on, Polaris and Daitaro are back at GEAR when an alarm goes off. Hatsumi is tracking Kensei, and two machine beasts moving through the atmosphere. The Kerak team heads out to intercept them, with Polaris following along on her motorcycle. They meet up with Kensei near the sea, and immedietely begin to clash. Kerak attempts to take Kensei on one on one, but the machine beasts continually interfer. Saburo eventually tires of this and loads Sapphire Addanc to help them out with the machine beasts. Sapphire Addanc moves through the waters swiftly, attacking each of the machine beasts with it's sharp jaws. The machine beasts are able to fend it off though, and actually manage to capture the data weapon with a net in the water. Kenji sees this, and immedietely attempts to re-write the contract Sapphire Addanc has with Saburo, in an attempt to claim it as his own. Polaris realizes what's going on and switches her motorcycle to hover mode, zipping out over the waters and using her razor-like ribbon to free Sapphire Addanc from the net. It breaks free and escapes Kenji's attempt to capture it, which angers him. He wants to take Polaris out once and for all, but Sirius is quick to silence him. Pushing Kerak backwards, Sirius speaks to Polaris, asking her to come with him back to his ship. Kenji can't beleive his ears, and asks him why he'd want her to come with them. Sirius ignores Kenji, and repeats his request to Polaris. She hesitates, then declines, saying that she'd never go with him in his current state. This angers Sirius, and he moves to pluck her up in Kensei's hand. Kerak puts a stop to that though, as the team manuevers themselves between Polaris and Kensei, following up with a stiff punch to Kensei's masked face. Sirius orders the machine beasts to attack Kerak with all they've got, then leaps into the air over Kerak. Before they have a chance to react, Kerak is jumped from either side by the machine beasts, which drag them underwater. Kerak and Sapphire Addanc battle the machine beasts underwater, as Polaris continues to evade and escape Kensei's attempts to grab her. Kenji suggests if Sirius is so intent on capturing Polaris to knock her off the bike with a large wave. Sirius agrees, and kicks a wave at Polaris's bike. She is caught off guard and knocked off the bike, which flips in the water and sinks. She swims to the surface, only to be carefully plucked from the seas by Kensei. Kerak finally manages to destroy the machine beasts, but is only able to get to the surface to see Kensei escape their grasp, with Polaris as a prisoner. Daitaro and Saburo curse angrily, while Ami states that they should head back to GEAR to immedietely plan a rescue mission. Later on after they discussed a mission to save Polaris, Daitaro heads home, only to find the lights off and the door locked. Daitaro is confused, certain that his mother didn't have any other plans, and sits on the doorstep to wait for his father to come home. When he gets there, Daitaro starts to get a little worried as he notices that his mother isn't with his father either. He hurries up to Kiosho as he steps out of the car, and asks him if he knows where Manami is. Kiosho blinks, and looks up at the house. He doesn't know either, saying that as far as he knew, she was supposted to be home early tonight. Both Daitaro and Kiosho look at each other worriedly, afraid of what might have happened to Manami..


Episode 23: Sealed Memories

On his ship, the Arcturus, Sirius has Polaris captive in a cell, minus her mask and wig. He sits in front of the cell, and peers inside through the slits in his mask. Polaris asks him why he's helping the Gulfer try and take over Earth, and Sirius responds, saying that the Gulfer Emperor is trying to create peace in the galaxy. He reminices, thinking back to when his own planet was attacked by the Gulfer Emperor. While Polaris was able to escape the conflict, Sirius, at the time a young boy, chose to stay behind and fight the Gulfer forces with Kensei. Eventually though, the numbers proved too great, and he was captured. Brought before the Gulfer Emperor, Sirius was convinced that he had been wrong to battle against the Gulfer, and all they wish to do is end all conflict and dispute. He agreed to fight for the Gulfer Emperor, taking up his mask, and using Kensei as a destructive tool, wiping out any opposition towards the Gulfer that was left. Polaris tries to tell Sirius that he wasn't convinced of anything, but was brainwashed by the Gulfer to work for them. Sirius brushes off her claims though, and asks her about the seventh data weapon, which Polaris beleives is the Tsume. Sirius stands, and takes his leave, off to plan his attack against Kerak. As Sirius leaves the room, Kenji walks in with a tray of food and water for Polaris. As he slides the tray into her cell, Polaris suddenly grasps his wrist, and tries to appeal to him, telling him that it's not too late to come back to GEAR. Kenji pulls away and calls her an idiot, saying that he was specially chosen by the Gulfer Emperor to come to Earth and act as his personal spy. He continues, saying that once Earth is defeated, the Emperor is going to reward him greatly. Polaris frowns, telling Kenji that the Gulfer are only using him, and once they're done, they'll get rid of him and Sirius. Kenji calls her desperate, and says that if it were up to him, he'd just turn Polaris over to the Gulfer. He continues, admitting that he has no idea why Sirius wanted to capture her, but certainly doesn't agree with keeping her here. With that, he heads out, leaving Polaris by herself as she looks out the window of her cell towards Earth. Back on Earth, Daitaro and Kiosho are sitting at home, worriedly waiting by the phone. They called the police earlier to report Manami as a missing person, and have been waiting for some word back ever since. Suddenly there's a knock at the door, and Daitaro jumps to his feet. He runs to answer the door, and is met with Ozuru. Daitaro is surprised and asks him why he's there. Ozuru responds that he was told by Commander Bussho to retreive Daitaro, and his father. Kiosho walks up to the two, puzzled by who Ozuru might be. Daitaro doesn't understand, and Ozuru says that all will be explained when they get to GEAR. Daitaro and Kiosho hesitantly go with Ozuru, completely unsure what to make of all of it. When they get to the headquarters, both are shocked when they are greeted by Daitaro's grandfather. He sits them down, and tells them everything. Polaris's past, where she's from, and why GEAR was founded. Kiosho is stunned, but Daitaro doesn't really seem so surprised. He says that Polaris always seemed familiar to him, but he was never able to put his finger on it. He jumps up and exclaims that he's really gotta go save her, now that he knows the full truth. Kiosho is confused by this, asking Daitaro what he could do to save her. Daitaro blinks, and rubs the back of his head awkwardly. His grandfather then tells Kiosho that Daitaro is one of Kerak's pilots. Kiosho can't beleive it, and it embarassed that his family has been keeping so many secrets from him. Daitaro apologizes, and tries to explain that he wanted to tell him, but couldn't for his own good. Daitaro's grandfather nods, stating that Polaris's reasons for keeping her past a secret were similar, as she just wanted some semblence of a normal life. Kiosho nods slowly, saying that he understands that, but stating that it wouldn't have mattered either way for him. Daitaro's grandfather pats him on the back, and tells him that Polaris will be glad to know that once she comes back. At this point, Saburo and Ami speak up, as they entered the room earlier in the conversation. Saburo promises Daitaro that he'll help him with all he's got to get his mom back. Ami nods, saying that they're a team, and they're gonna get through this together. Daitaro thanks them, and heads off with them to prepare for a rescue mission. Kiosho comments on how grown up Daitaro's become, to which Daitaro's grandfather says that it's a shame he's had to grow up under such circumstances. He continues, saying that the Kerak team shouldn't have to worry about defending the planet, but admits that he has no say in the matter. Kiosho nods, and wonders how hard it must have been for Polaris to watch Daitaro constantly put himself in danger and not being able to protect him. A short while later, as the Kerak team tries to figure out a way to find where Polaris is being held, the attack alarm goes off. Sirius and Kenji have made an appearance in Kensei, and are demanding that the Kerak team come out and face them. The Kerak team is quick to repond, and launches out to face down Kensei. The two engage in a heated battle. They exchange words with each other, with Daitaro demanding that Sirius return Polaris. Sirius replies that Polaris is safe where she is, and that as long as Kerak continues to resist the Gulfer, the war will never end. Kerak knocks Kensei through an abandoned building and down into a rock quarry. Daitaro demands to know why Sirius kidnapped Polaris anyways, since it's Kerak that's the big threat to the Gulfer. Sirius laughs, and calls Daitaro a fool. He says that he didn't kidnap Polaris because she's a threat. He kidnapped her to keep her safe from herself. He then reveals that he is, in fact, Polaris's brother. This shocks everyone, including Kenji who doesn't know what to make of the situation. The Kerak team is shaken, with Daitaro finding himself hesitating to continue fighting against Kensei. It was fine before, but now to fight against his own family? Daitaro's will to fight is shaken to it's very core, as is Saburo's. He doesn't want to fight a member of Daitaro's family either, even if it is Sirius. Ami tries to tell them that Sirius told them this just for this reaction, but the boys don't listen. Kerak stumbles backwards, and the boys' gear commanders glow. The data weapons load themselves, much to the surprise of the Kerak team, and stand before them. Daitaro and Saburo try to save them again, but the data weapons deny them, their contracts broken. Kenji catches on to Sirius's tactic, realizing that he kidnapped Polaris just to shake the confidence of the Kerak team enough that the data weapons would turn their backs on GEAR. Sirius quickly saves all of the data weapons himself, and leaps out of the rock quarry. Kensei grasps Kerak by the arm and throws it down into a pile of large boulders, trapping it underneath a stone slab. Trapped, the Kerak team cannot defend themselves as Kensei prepares the final blow.


Episode 24: Sleepless Night

Just as Sirius is about to destroy Kerak once and for all, Polaris manages to contact Kensei from Sirius's ship. She tells him that if he destroys Kerak, she'll kill herself and he'll never know the true secret about the seventh data weapon. Kenji tells Sirius that it's a trick, and that Polaris doesn't have any more information of importance. Sirius doesn't want to take that chance however, and relents. Kerak manages to feebily escape as Kensei turns, and heads back to space. Back at GEAR, Daitaro and Saburo silently climb out of the cockpit. Ami follows after them and tries to convince them that everything is okay. It doesn't help though, as Daitaro seeks out his father while Saburo heads home. Kiosho is still in the war-room, his mind still racing from Sirius's revelation. Daitaro quietly walks up to him, then bursts into tears as he throws his arms around his father, apologizing over and over. Kiosho frowns, and silently hugs Daitaro, unsure of what to say. Ami watches on, biting her lip and fighting back tears of her own. Later, Saburo is sitting at home, staring at his gear commander. He's at a loss for what to do. On one hand, he wants to rush into battle and save Daitaro's mother, but on the other hand, he couldn't imagine having to fight one of his family members to the death. He frowns, pockets the gear commander, and flops backwards on his bed. Just then, there's a knock at his door. He looks up to find his father standing there. Hiroshi asks Saburo what the problem is, stating that he knows his son well enough to see what there's a problem. Saburo rolls onto his side, saying it's nothing. Hiroshi frowns and walks into the room, sitting beside Saburo on the bed. His hefty weight causes Saburo to roll back on his back. Hiroshi tells Saburo that he was never the best guy for coming up with mushy sentimental stuff. That was always Saburo's mother's job. But now that she's gone, Hiroshi says that he's gotta step up and be there for his kids for any situation, no matter what. Smiling, he says that whatever it is that's bugging Saburo, he'll do his best to try and help. Saburo sits up, and sighs. He begins to explain the situation to Hiroshi without giving away too much information. He says that he wants to help a friend get something very important back, but the person who took it is actually part of his family, and the only way it seems they can get the important thing back is to hurt the family member pretty badly. Hiroshi nods slowly, and looks out the window thoughtfully. He asks Saburo how important the thing that was taken is. Saburo responds that it's very important, probably one of the most important things in the world to his friend. Hiroshi looks back down at him, and nods. He says that Saburo's just gonna have to help his friend get it back. Saburo asks what he should do about the family member that took it. Hiroshi responds that the family member sounds like a pretty crummy guy, and probably deserves to be slapped around a little. He continues, saying that a little beating never killed anyone, and would probably teach the person a lesson. Saburo sweatdrops, and asks his father what kind of advice is that to give his son. Hiroshi shrugs and smiles sheepily, responding with "Good advice?". Saburo slowly starts to smile, and shakes his head. He thanks his dad for the talk, and gets to his feet. Hiroshi asks him where he's going, and Saburo replies that he's got to go be there for his friend. Hiroshi nods slowly, and wishes him luck. Meanwhile back at GEAR, Daitaro is in the hangar, sitting on one of the catwalks in front of Kerak. As he stares up at it, he thinks about his mother, wondering why she ever let him be one of Kerak's pilots. Footsteps behind him cause Daitaro to look over his shoulder. Ami quietly waves to him, and takes a seat beside him. Daitaro looks back down into his lap, and the two share an awkward silence. Daitaro finally speaks up, saying he wants to quit. Ami is confused, and Daitaro explains that he wants to quit everything. Kerak, GEAR, having to be a hero. Ami frowns, and tells Daitaro that he shouldn't say things like that. Daitaro responds that he's not a hero anyways. That a real hero could have saved his mother, and that a real hero would have been able to take Sirius's confession without losing all the data weapons. Daitaro clenches his fists, and says that all he is is some wussy kid. Ami suddenly slaps him across the cheek, glaring at him angrily. Daitaro looks at her in shock, as she starts to yell at him. She asks him if he thinks it's easy for everyone else, just because it isn't their mother up in space. She continues, saying that everyone at GEAR cares about Polaris, and wants to see her safe. She also says that what Sirius said shouldn't make any difference at all, and that just because he's Daitaro's uncle doesn't mean he's suddenly a good person. For whatever reason, Sirius is causing Daitaro and his family alot of grief, and shouldn't be forgiven for that. Tears well up in Ami's eyes as she tells Daitaro that she thinks he's alot braver then he's giving himself credit for, and that she won't let him give up now when things are at their worst. Daitaro is at a loss for words, as tears roll down Ami's cheeks. She tells him that he's too good to just give up and take his ball home, and confesses that she wouldn't like a quitter. Daitaro blinks heavily and blushes, asking Ami if she likes him. Ami realizes what she's just said and wipes her eyes, blushing herself as she slowly nods. The two lock eyes, and slowly begin to lean towards each other, when the scene is ruined by Saburo barging up and shouting their names. The two yelp and quickly scootch away from each other, their faces bright red. Saburo blinks, and rubs the back of his head, asking if he was interupting anything. Daitaro and Ami both snap at him, denying that anything was happening. Saburo shakes his head, and looks at Daitaro, telling him that it's about time they went and saved his mother from Sirius. Daitaro looks at Ami who smiles and nods a bit, her cheeks still red. He looks to Saburo, and smiles widely, saying that Saburo is right. The three form a circle and place their hands on top of each others. They make a promise to each other that they'll always have each other's back, no matter what. They then head to the war-room, declaring that they're gonna go save Polaris to Commander Bussho. The commander blinks, and tells them that it's well and good that they're ready to go, but the fact remains that without any data weapons, Kerak is at a severe disadvantage. That's when Professor Hanamatsu speaks up, saying that he might have a solution. He says that after the incident with Ragou, he decided that Kerak needed to be prepared to battle without the use of it's data weapons. So he constructed several new weapons for Kerak to use, including a sword, a bow, a giant boomarang, an energy rifle, and a giant beam bazooka. The Kerak team gets a boost of confidence from this, and thanks Hideaki for his forethought. Commander Bussho says that it will take a while to prepare Kerak with all the new weapons, and tells the team that they should get some sleep. They agree, and head out with each other to walk home, despite Ozuru's offer to drive them home with Kiosho. They talk with each other as they head home, and Saburo asks Daitaro what he's gonna do about Sirius. Daitaro shrugs softly, and says that he's not going to think about it until he has to, and that the most important thing to focus on is finding his mother. Saburo nods, and notices that Daitaro and Ami are holding hands. He goes to say something about it, but decides against it and whistles as he looks up at the sky. After Saburo says his goodbyes and heads inside his house, Daitaro and Ami sit on Daitaro's front porch, looking up at the stars. Daitaro asks Ami if she ever thought she'd be in the situation that they're in now. Ami shakes her head, playfully asking Daitaro how someone prepares themselves to become a giant robot pilot. Daitaro puffs his chest out and poses, declaring that super robot anime is all the preparation anyone needs. Ami giggles, and leans over, kissing Daitaro on the cheek. This causes him to turn bright red and tip over. She stands up and waves to him, wishing him a good night. Daitaro peeps, and waves mechanically at her. She giggles, and heads off. That night, none of the Kerak team seem able to sleep. Saburo anxiously practices wrestling moves, while Ami surfs the internet. Daitaro sits on his bed and looks out his window. He extends his palm out to it, and nods, saying "I'll be there soon, mom. Promise". The next day, all the preparations have been made for Kerak's launch. Despite not getting much sleep the night before, the Kerak team is wide awake and ready to go. An alarm wails through GEAR headquarters, which turns everyone's attention to the main screen of the war-room. Sirius is broadcasting a message from his ship, saying that he's done playing games with GEAR. Though he's willing to spare the Kerak team from death, the declares that he's going to destroy GEAR headquarters, using the main cannon of his ship. He gives GEAR an ultimatum. Surrender, or be annihilated. The Kerak team are more determined then ever, and say there's no way they're backing down to such a big bully. They launch in Kerak, with Cell Booster for support. Ami comments how it's really a good thing that Sirius is threatening with his ship, saying that otherwise they wouldn't have been able to find it. Daitaro agrees, saying that Sirius made a big mistake sticking his neck out. As they approach the ship, they're met up with Gulfer support, and barrages of energy beam fire from the Arcturus' secondary guns. Kerak evades the attacks, and is able to take out most of the Gulfer grunts and machine beasts easily with it's weapons. Suddenly, Ami detects a huge increase of energy from the Arcturus's main cannon, and tells the others that Sirius is going to fire at GEAR right away. The Kerak team swoops in at the Arcturus, starts to push on it, hoping to throw it's aim off. The seems to refuse to budge, which angers Saburo, who declares that nothing can resist the son of the Great Hiroshi. Seeming to defy all logic, Saburo digs Kerak's hands into Arcturus's armor, and attempts a Hiroshi Slam Special on the ship. Though not quite having the same effect as the attack usually does on smaller oppenents, Kerak's efforts shifts the aim of the cannon, as the blast slams into the ocean, far from GEAR's location. Inside the ship, Sirius storms into the bridge, demanding to know what's going on. Kenji turns around from the weapons control panel, saying that it's dumb to give the people at GEAR the chance to surrender when they've already sent Kerak. Sirius knocks Kenji to the ground, calling him a coward and a dishonorable fighter, saying that he'll defeat GEAR and Kerak on his own terms, not the terms of the Gulfer. Kenji slowly gets to his feet, looking up at Sirius with a frustrated expression, saying that he only wants the same thing that Sirius wants. Sirius says that if that's true, then he'll come with him to finish the battle with Kerak once and for all. Kenji agrees, and soon Kensei launches into the battlefield. By this time though, Kerak has used up all of it's ammo on battling all the machine beasts that Sirius deployed to defend his ship. Purging the extra armor and spent weapons, Kerak relies on it's normal moves to fight Kensei. They're able to hold their own for some time, until Kensei unleashes Kerak's former data weapons on them. However, Daitaro and Saburo manage to reconvince Emerald Griffin and Sapphire Addanc with their newfound confidence and desire to win, and they turn on Ruby Fenrir and Bronze Fenghuang. As the data weapons fight amongst themselves, Kerak battles with Kensei, starting to get the upper hand on Sirius and Kenji. Suddenly, forces from Spiral City swoop into the battlefield, including Machine General Gurumet. Gurumet fires a tremendous energy cannon into the midst of the battle, hoping to take out Kerak, Kensei, and the Arcturus all in one blast. This way, Kerak is no longer an issue, and the machine generals don't have to deal with Sirius's presense anymore. Back on the Arcturus, Polaris is knocked to the floor as the ship begins to explode from the damage done by the cannon..


Episode 25: Among the Flames of the Fallen Star

Sirius curses as he watches his ship rock from the damage inflicted by Gurumet's forces. Kenji demands that Gurumet explain himself, but Gurumet laughs him off, saying that he doesn't need to justify his actions to a lowly human. Gurumet then leaves, stranding Sirius's forces there. Kenji has no idea what to make of the situation, and Sirius tells him that he's niave if he thinks that the other Gulfer ever wanted Kensei around. Sirius recalls all of the data weapons, and retreats back to the Arcturus to save Polaris from certain death. The Kerak team is hesitant at first, thrown off by Gurumet's betrayal as well. Ami then tells the other two that they need to focus on the main goal of saving Daitaro's mom, to which they both agree to. Kerak chases after Kensei, entering the ship through a hole blasted in it by Gurumet's attack. As Sirius makes his way through the ship, he is confronted by a Gulfer type clutching Polaris in it's hand. It's apparent that the Gulfer is going to kill her, and Polaris cries out for her brother's help. Her cries stun Sirius, as a flood of memories overtakes his mind. He recalls himself and his sister as children retreating from their home as the Gulfer decimate it. Sirius is torn. He wants to protect his sister, but he doesn't want to abandon the rest of his people. In the end, he makes a sacrifice, sending Polaris on her own in a deep space ship, along with Kerak, the gear commanders, and the data weapons. He hopes that one day, Polaris is able to come back and save their planet from Gulfer rule as the ship launches. He then takes to the Kensei, and battles against the mass armies of machine beasts as long as he can. Though he held his own for some time, the Gulfer eventually overwhelmed him and captured him. At first, when he was brought before the Gulfer Emperor, the Emperor attempted to convince him that all he wanted was to bring peace to the galaxy. Sirius knew that this was a blatant lie though, and refused to join the Gulfer. The Emperor was enraged by this and for some time, Sirius was subjected to painful mental torture, in an attempt to brainwash him. Though he had a strong will, Sirius was still only a kid and was not able to withstand the relentless attacks on his mind. He became the Emperor's dog, and attacked the people he once fought to protect. These locked away memories horrifed and disgusted Sirius, and he cried out as he lunged at the Gulfer, saving Polaris and destroying it in the process. Polaris is surprised, and Kenji is shocked. A metallic sound can be heard from Sirius's cockpit as his mask tumbles off from his head, finally revealing his face for the first time. He begs for Polaris's forgiveness, saying that he's been blind to the evils of the Gulfer. Polaris attempts to tell him that it was never his fault, because it was the Gulfer Emperor's evil mind control that made him do all the terrible things that he's done. Sirius shakes his head, and says that he always prided himself in being an honorable warrior, and adds that a honorable warrior would have been able to see through the web of lies. Kenji yells at Sirius, calling him a traitor and threatening to turn him in to the Emperor himself. Sirius ignores Kenji, and disables his cockpit, trapping him inside. Just then, Kerak approached Kensei from behind, Daitaro demanding that Sirius give Polaris back. Kensei slowly turns to Kerak, and holds Polaris out to them. Sirius apologizes to the Kerak team for all the grief and trouble he's caused them, and that all of that is at a end. As Kerak gingerly takes Polaris and places her inside Daitaro's cockpit, Kensei resummons all of Kerak's old data weapons, telling them to take what's theirs and fight the fight that he was not able to win. Daitaro and the others are confused, and Polaris tells them that it's okay, that Sirius was never a bad person, and that he was controlled by the Gulfer. Kerak and Saburo reclaim their data weapons, and Sirius tells them to escape, since the ship is falling into Earth's atmosphere. Polaris begs Sirius to come with them, but he refuses, saying that he has to make sure the ship doesn't fall into a city. Kerak hurriedly makes it's way through the falling Arcturus, as Sirius manages one last course change. Kerak turns back to try and see Sirius just as an explosion rocks the area they were just in. The last message GEAR and the Cell Booster receive from Kerak is Polaris crying out her brother's name, as the ship plunges into the atmosphere. As Arcturus crashes into the ground, there is an awkward silence as GEAR waits with their fingers crossed, hoping that the Kerak team and Polaris have survived. As GEAR's american forms begin to arrive on the scene, it's revealed that Gurumet has arrived on the scene in his large machine general form. He unleashes an energy field, trapping Kerak inside and preventing it from summoning data weapons. Not only that, but the field repels any attempts from the outside to get in and assist Kerak. Ami quickly analyzes the field, and reveals that the only way to break it is with a final attack, which they are currently unable to do. Gurumet laughs arrogantly, and declares that Kerak will be defeated by a true Gulfer, not by a human slave who was too weak to defend his own mind. The battlefield blazes from the flames of the fallen ship, as Kerak battles a losing battle against Gurumet and his machine beast forces. Just then, something screams across the sky outside of the barrier, and crashes into the ground near it's edge. As the dust clears, Kensei emerges from the crator, with Sirius at the helm. The Kerak team can't beleive it, and Polaris is surprised as Kensei's mask opens up for the first time, revealing it's face. Sirius speaks to Kenji, telling him that although he might not agree with turning on the Gulfer Emperor, he has to want revenge on Gurumet for nearly killing them. Kenji angrily agrees, and Sirius unlocks his cockpit so Kenji can load Silver Chollima, and Haedonggum. Sirius and Kenji both shout out as they perform a final attack on the barrier, shattering it. Gurumet is enraged at Kensei as the cell booster swoops in, Ozuru launching a resupply for Kerak. With their data weapons back, the boys load Tsume Blade, telling Gurumet that he's finished. Gurumet hesitates and tries to escape, but is cut off by Kensei. Kerak lunges forth, and captures Gurumet in the Tsume Blade's claw, then performs a final attack. Gurumet cries out in frustration and anger as he's sheared in half, then explodes. Kensei lands nearby and powers down, completely out of energy. Sirius again locks Kenji's cockpit, telling him that it's for his own good. He then steps out of the cockpit, and looks towards Kerak. Nodding towards them, he winces and clutches his side, before collapsing from his injuries. Polaris cries out to him, as the GEAR forces move in for clean-up.


Episode 26: Spiral City's Last Stand

It's been several hours since Kerak saved Polaris and made it's way back to Earth on Sirius's wrecked spaceship. Kensei's been recoved by GEAR's forces, and Kenji was thrown in a jail cell to keep him out of trouble. In the infirmary, Sirius is laid out in bed recovering from the various injuries the whole ordeal has inflicted on him. Polaris quietly sits at his side, worriedly watching over him. Sirius awakens, clearly in pain, and asks to see Kerak's pilots. Polaris calls for the team, who make their way down to the infirmary. As they approach Sirius, he says that it's an honor to meet Earth's defenders face to face for the first time, rather then face to mask. He tells them that the Gulfer in Spiral City will stop at nothing to enslave humanity on Earth, and that they must take the fight to the city, and destroy it. The three nod and promise that they'll do whatever it takes. Sirius then asks the three to forgive Kenji for what he's done. Saburo frowns and refuses, saying that Kenji almost got him killed. Sirius explains that Kenji has been manipulated by the Gulfer Emperor into thinking he was a major player among the Gulfer. He continues, saying that Kenji doesn't know the real truth about himself. Sirius looks to Polaris, and asks her if they can bring Kenji to the infirmary. Polaris is hesitant, but Sirius insists that Kenji deserves to know the truth, as does the Kerak team. Polaris nods, and calls for a few guards to bring Kenji up to the infirmary. A short while later he is brought in, his hands chained together. He glares at the Kerak team, and asks what Sirius wants. Sirius tells Kenji that he's been lied to by the Gulfer Emperor about his role on Earth. Kenji scoffs, calling Sirius a lying traitor, and saying that he was specially chosen to travel to Earth as a baby to operate as a sleeper agent, collecting information on Earth's defenses. Sirius shakes his head, and reveals to Kenji that he wasn't the only child to be sent to Earth. Kenji blinks, and demands to know what Sirius is talking about. Sirius explains that twelve years ago, the Gulfer Emperor collected up several dozen Arktos babies from the surviving people left on the planet, and sent them off in ships headed to Earth, hoping that at least one would be able to survive the trip and act as a spy. Sirius then says that Kenji was the only surviving child, and that his role was one of convienance. That the Gulfer Emperor would have just used someone else if Kenji didn't survive the trip. The Kerak team frown, starting to feel sorry for Kenji as he stands there, a stunned look on his face. Polaris attempts to approach him, but Kenji sharply steps backwards, calling Sirius a liar. Tears well up in his eyes as he insists that he's unique, and important. That he's not just some throw-away tool. Sirius tells Kenji simply that he has no reason to deceive him. Kenji trembles, and lunges at Sirius, but is restrained by the guards. He says that he hates Sirius, and wants to go back to his cell. Polaris nods to the guards, who escort the broken Kenji back to his holding cell. The Kerak team is quiet, with even Saburo feeling bad for Kenji. Sirius says that Kenji deserved to know the truth, even if meant him realizing how alone in the world he really was. Polaris looks to Sirius, telling him that that's not neccessarily true. A little while later, Kenji is huddled up in his cell, staring at the wall with tear stained cheeks. He thinks about the life he had before he betrayed GEAR, and how he gave it all up for a cause that didn't even want him. Just then, the cell door is unlocked, and opened. Kenji slowly looks up to see his mother walk in. Azami lights up when she sees him and hurries over, kneeling down and throwing her arms around him. She tells him how worried she was, and how she missed him so much. Kenji trembles, and tells her that she should hate him. Azami blinks, and asks him what he's talking about. Kenji trembles as he tells her how horrible of a person he is, and how he turned his back on everyone. He says that he doesn't deserve to be anyone's son, fresh tears rolling down his cheeks. Azami shakes her head, and hugs Kenji tenderly. She tells him that he was being deceived by some awful people, and that everything was explained to her by the people at GEAR. She continues, saying that before he was manipulated into being bad, he had done alot of good things with Kerak, and saved alot of people. She tells him that no matter what's happened or what will happen, that Kenji will always be her son and she'll always love him very much. Kenji breaks down, crying desperately as he clings to Azami, repeatedly apologizing for what he's done. Azami cradles him in her arms, quietly comforting him. From the doorway, Polaris watches on. She thinks about how awful the Gulfer are, for doing this to young children, and what would happen if they were ever able to successfully take over Earth. She pushes that to the back of her mind though, deciding that no matter what the cost may be, the Gulfer had to be stopped. Later, the Kerak team are sitting in the war-room, listening to a report given by Hatsumi. She reveals that the Spiral City is slowly approaching Earth, and it seems that they are preparing for a full scale invasion. Commander Bussho declares that this has to be the last showdown between Kerak and the Gulfer forces from Spiral City. On Spiral City, the Master of Spiral City says that GEAR must not be allowed to gather all of the data weapons, and both Gears to boot. As GEAR prepares for battle, Polaris reveals that Kensei will be used in the attack. Daitaro is confused, and asks who will be piloting it. Polaris tells him that he will be, which causes Saburo to speak up, asking why he's got to be stuck with Ami. Ami punches him in the arm and asks him what's so bad about her. Saburo sweatdrops and backpedals, making up an excuse about how she's a rookie. Polaris says that Ami will be piloting Kensei with Daitaro. Saburo scratches his head, asking Polaris how he's going to pilot Kerak by himself. A voice from behind him says that he's not. Saburo turns around, to see Kenji standing there, dressed for battle. Daitaro and Ami are suprised, but Saburo is angry. He says that even though he feels bad for what happened to Kenji, that doesn't mean that he wants to work with him. Kenji says that he doesn't care what Saburo wants. He wants to protect Earth, and the people he cares about. That's all that's important. Saburo grumbles, but agrees with Kenji. Polaris tells the four of them that Sirius wants to see them one last time before they go. They all head down to the infirmary. Sirius wishes all of them good luck. He then tells Kenji that he has something for him. Kenji slowly approaches Sirius's side, and Sirius presents his gear commander. He loads Golden Kitsune, and tells Kenji to take care of it. Kenji hesitantly saves Golden Kitsune onto his gear commander, and tells Sirius he's sorry about everything he said earlier. Sirius tells him not to think about it, and to only focus on what lies ahead. Sirius then winces, passing out from the pain of his injuries. As they head back out of the infirmary, Polaris approaches them, and apologizes for having to send them out again so soon. They tell her that it's okay, since they're finally defeating the Gulfer once and for all. Polaris nods, and tells them that if they want to see their families before they go, now is the best time. Ami heads off to one of GEAR's research labs to speak with her father, while Saburo heads home. He gathers his father and his sister into the living room, and reveals to them that he's one of Kerak's pilots. Hiroshi pats Saburo on the back, and admits that he's known all along, saying that only Saburo could have pulled off those wrestling moves so perfectly. When Saburo asks him why he didn't bring it up sooner, Hiroshi admits that he didn't think it was any of his business, and that he always felt that Saburo would tell him when he was ready. Saburo nods, and tells his family that they should head to the shelter and wait for him to return. Back at GEAR, Kerak has once again been modified to only require two pilots. Saburo and Kenji strap into Kerak, while Daitaro and Ami climb into Kensei. Ami appears annoyed, and Daitaro asks her what's up. She complains about being the only member of the team without a data weapon. Daitaro laughs nervously, and tells her that it's probably because she's not a chosen pilot. Ami admits that that's probably the case, but is still kind of depressed that she can't seem to contribute as much as the others. Daitaro tells her that that's nonesense, and that she contributes in her own ways without any data weapons. He tells her that she's a great pilot, and he's glad she's helping him with Kensei. Ami blushes him, and thanks him. Saburo then tells the two to get a room, which embarasses them both and even causes Kenji to crack a smile. Kerak and Kensei launch into space, along with Polaris and Ozuru in the Cell Booster. They meet the Gulfer head on, destroying countless grunts with the combined might of Kerak and Kensei. As they get closer to the Spiral City, they are bombarded by attacks from the city itself, fired upon with missiles, artillery, and beam cannons alike. Daitaro loads Emerald Griffin and uses Emerald Wall to block the attacks. Ami analyzes the city, and reveals that it's surrounded by a barrier similar to the one Gurumet made on Earth, but it's stronger so they need two final attacks to peirce it. She continues, saying that the problem is that the barrier is constant, so will repair quickly after it's been damaged. She tells Saburo that Bronze Fenghuang has an ability that will stop the barrier from closing up for a short time. Saburo loads Bronze Fenghuang and the two Gears work together, first executing two final attacks at the same time on one point of the barrier. Then, with the little energy Kerak has left, Saburo uses Bronze Fenghuang's Chronos Feather ability to temporarily slow time around the edges of the barrier. Both Gears get a quick resupply from the Cell Booster, and they all make it through the barrier as it closes up. They blast a hole in the city while avoiding it's bombardment of attacks, and slip inside where they are met by the final machine general, Abzolute. They are overwhelmed by the machine general's incredible speed, as Abzolute constantly evades their attempts to attack him. Ami finally has enough, and tells Saburo to load Sapphire Addanc. She adds that it can be used to sense any nearby enemies exact location. He does so, and uses it's Victim Sense ability to locate Abzolute's percise location. Kenji then steps in, loading Silver Chollima. He uses it's Mach Whirlwind ability to trap Abzolute in one place long enough for Daitaro to defeat him with final attack from Ruby Fenrir. After Kensei receives another resupply, Polaris tells them that they're doing a good job, but have to hurry. The Spiral City must destroyed before it crosses the Zero Barrier, otherwise it will crash into the planet and do terrible damage. Both teams realize what's at stake and quickly blast through the Spiral City, causing it damage as they seek out it's Master. Finally, they confront the master of spiral city, and engage it in battle. With a minute left to spare, they defeat the Master with a devastating Double Final Attack combination. With the Master defeated, all that's left to do is destroy the city's power generator. Both Kerak and Kensei have to use all of it's final attacks, depleting the rest of their resupplies in the process. It does the trick though, as it begins to explode. The GEAR team escape the Spiral City as it blows apart in orbit, cheering as they head back to Earth.


Episode 27: Silent Shadow

The families of the Gear teams, including Ami's scientist father, all gather together to celebrate the kids' victory over the Spiral City. Otome laughs and plays all the various data weapons, while Hiroshi looks over the data weapons, commenting on how tiny they are. Polaris takes the Gear teams aside, and tells them how proud she is of them. Daitaro and Saburo thank her, while Kenji admits he's just glad that GEAR was willing to give him a second chance. Ami pats Kenji on the back, and says he can make it up to them by cleaning the dishes left over from the celebration. Kenji sweatdrops, and slowly agrees. Polaris shakes her head and smiles, saying that Ami should dry the dishes off, since she seems so concerned with them. Ami tries to backpedal, but Daitaro and Saburo don't let her. The whole team share a laugh, while Commander Bussho watches on from his seat. He smiles a bit, glad that everyone is safe and that the threat of the Spiral City is at an end. Still, he turns his eyes to the sky, and wonders what other threats might be lurking in the darkness of space. Meanwhile, far in space near Jupiter, a large mysterious figure is escorted by several diamond shaped machine beasts and a small ship as they head towards Earth. The next day, the Gear teams return to their normal lives, trying to get back into their old routines. Kenji seems much more approachable now, losing alot of the cold edge he used to have. Elsewhere, Polaris goes to visit an injured but recovering Sirius, who's been moved to her adopted father's house. As they look over a resting Sirius, Polaris and her father wonder if the Spiral City is the last that they've seen of the Gulfer. They both agree that they don't want to have to see the Gear teams have to go back into combat. Near the moon, the machine beast troupe continues to lurk towards Earth. On the ship, a seemingly human boy is speaking with the mysterious figure outside, saying that all he wants to do is simply recover Kensei. The figure orders two of the machine beasts to attack a nearby GEAR satallite. They comply, calling the figure Zero. They attack the defense satallite, hiding themselves from GEAR's early detection. As the machine beasts enter the atmosphere, they shed their armor, revealing their true forms. The two machine beasts engage GEAR's defense forces, while the Gear teams are in class, unable to leave due to their teacher not willing to let them randomly run out of class anymore. Trapped, Saburo gets in touch with his father, and asks him to help out. Hiroshi agrees, and goes down to the school with his wrestling mask on. He confronts the teacher, and declares that the kids are actually GEAR's pilots, and need to go right away. The teacher shakily lets the team go, nearly fainting. Saburo thanks his dad for the shoot, and heads out. The team uses their gear commanders to call the Gears, with Kerak launching from the underwater launcher, and Kensei appearing from behind a waterfall. Soon, Kerak and Kensei engage the machine beasts in combat. However, the machine beasts seem to have an uncanny ability to work together in battle, moving fast enough to leave after-images in their wake. Which Kerak and Kensei getting smacked around quite a bit, Kenji decides to fight speed with speed. He loads Golden Kitsune, and uses it's special Spectral Flash ability to keep up with the Gulfer. Meanwhile, Ami uses her incredible data analyzation skill to keep track of Kerak through the sound of it's turbines. She locks down one of the Gulfer's locations, and Daitaro loads Ruby Fenrir, using it to attack the Gulfer. The other Gulfer is surprised by this, and Kenji takes advantage by knocking it off balance. Saburo then steps in, loading Bronze Fenghuang and using it's Chronos Feather ability to freeze the machine beasts in place. Daitaro finishes up, finishing off both beasts with Tsume Edge. From the distance, the boy from the ship, called Kojiki, watches the battle as it ends. He doesn't seem very impressed, and says under his breath that Kensei will soon be his again, one way or another. Zero, the figure from earlier, appears beside him in human form. He asks how things went, and Kojiki says that it went as good as could be expected with both Gears fighting alongside each other. Zero figured as much, and presents Kojiki with Sirius's gear commander, which he stole from Polaris's father's mansion. He says that Kojiki should fix this, and Kojiki nods, taking the gear commander and saying that he won't be weak like his brother Sirius. Zero nods, and looks at the two Gears as they leave the battlefield. An evil smirk crosses his face, as the says that the Earthlings have only made things harder for themselves, and that this time the Gulfer aren't playing around.


Episode 28: Dynamic Challenge

In a penthouse on top of a building in Tokyo, Kojiki speaks with Zero. It's revealed that they are seeking out the mysterious 7th data weapon. Kojiki says that neither the Spiral City or his brother Sirius was able to locate it. Zero states that the Emperor is taking things very seriously now, hence why they are there. He continues, saying that if the 7th data weapon is on Earth, they will find it. Kojiki agrees, but says that he wants to recover Kensei from GEAR first, as it's rightfully his. Zero agrees, and tells him that they will get Kensei back soon. Back at GEAR, Hatsumi says that a temporary satallite malfunction might have let enemies slip past their sensors without being seen, but no such enemies have been found aside from the Gulfer who attacked. Polaris says that the Gear team should focus on finding the seventh data weapon, saying that her brother beleives that it is key to end the war against the Gulfer once and for all. The commander mentions that Sirius's gear commander has gone missing from Polaris's father's house, which everyone finds puzzling. Kenji says that it should be found as soon as possible, since anyone who finds it could summon Kensei whenever they want. Meanwhile, Kojiki wanders the city, escorted by Zero. He wants to see what his oppenents are like, but Zero says he should be more careful, as he's the Emperor's greatest hope. As they walk along, they pass a park where Daitaro and Saburo are practicing wrestling moves on each other. Daitaro says that he wants to get as good as Saburo so he can do all the different wrestling moves that he does in battle. Saburo says that he might get good, but Daitaro will never be as good as Saburo, since his father is the one who taught him. Daitaro responds to this by knocking Saburo flat on his rear. He tells Saburo that he'd better watch out, or else Ami might start beating him up too. This makes Ami, who is watching on nearby to laugh and embarasses Saburo who locks Daitaro in a submission move and tells him that he'll show him who's boss. Daitaro squirms and laughs, despite being in the submission move. Elsewhere, as Kojiki and Zero walks along, Zero pauses near an aquaduct, saying that he senses something nearby. They follow the sensation along, to find the old machine generals' human avatars, who seem to have lost all their memories. Zero looks upon them with distain and declares that they're no longer useful, and prepares to destroy them. Kojiki stops him though, and asks if he can have the avatars, saying that he could get some use out of them. Zero relents, saying that if they start to be a liability on their mission, he won't hesitate to destroy them. Later on, back at the penthouse, Zero and Kojiki decide to send out another machine beast to seek out the 7th data weapon. Kojiki also comments that it would be a good time to also recover Kensei from GEAR. They unleash the machine beast on the city, which is quick to the attack. The Gear teams are alerted, and call for their robots. However, at the same time, Kojiki calls for Kensei as well. When Kerak is the only Gear to arrive, Daitaro and Ami are puzzled, wondering where Kensei is. In reality, Kensei is stuck, frozen in mid-air due to the conflicting summoning signals. Polaris drives by on a new motorcycle, and picks the Kensei team up. She explains where Kensei is, and drives off to it's location with them. During the distraction, Zero manages to break into GEAR's base, hacking into their computer systems and looking for the new data weapon. Though he's unable to find the data weapon, he learns that the wreckage of Sirius's machine samurais were brought to GEAR for analysis. Stealing the wreckage, he uses them on the machine beast, merging them. However, data from GEAR's systems have been hidden inside the computers of the machine samurais, mainly a large collection of episodes from Daitaro's favorite super robot series, Brave Dynamic Dendoh. This alters the merged machine beast, turning it into a copy of Brave Dynamic Dendoh itself. Saburo can't beleive his eyes as he's forced to do battle with one of his heros. Elsewhere, Daitaro and Kojiki continue to struggle over control of Kensei. Ami suggests to Daitaro that since the gear commander summoning doesn't seem to be working, they should use Emerald Griffin to fly up to Kensei and take control of it directly. Polaris admits that that's a good idea, and so Daitaro summons Emerald Griffin. He and Ami climb onto it's back, and they fly up to where Kensei is frozen, opening the cockpit manually and climbing inside. Together, they are able to take direct control of Kensei, unfreezing it. Kojiki's gear commander powers down, and he scowls, not able to beleive that he lost the struggle. Kensei quickly makes it's way over to where the battle is taking place, and Daitaro does a double take when he sees that it's Brave Dynamic Dendoh that Kerak is battling. Not only that, but Brave Dynamic Dendoh is causing Kerak alot of trouble, battering it with it's various attacks. Kensei hops into the fight, trying to help Kerak. Together, they fight against the false super robot, but find that Brave Dynamic Dendoh is just as good in real life as it is in the show. Ami says that unlike in the show, this Brave Dynamic doesn't have any pilots inside it, and that it's just another substandard Gulfer AI. Kenji agrees, saying if they team up on it with team tactics, it should go down pretty fast. Saburo laughs, and asks Daitaro if he remembers the tag team practice from earlier. Daitaro grins and says he does. Kerak and Kensei get ready, then begin to pummel the machine dynamic in unison, using a variety of moves to damage it. As it finally seems to be on the ropes, they both load data weapons, and finish it off with a double final attack combo. Seeing the battle turn from his favor, Zero silently leaves the GEAR base, saying that he's disappointed that Kojiki lost the fight to capture Kensei. He adds that Kojiki is a pain, and wonders why the Gulfer Emperor puts so much trust in weak minded humans.


Episode 29: Daitaro's Peril

The Gear teams are at school, playing each other in soccer during gym class. Saburo attempts to be flashy, but only manages to boot the ball right over the net. Everyone has a laugh at Saburo's expense as Daitaro goes to retreive the ball. As he does so, he notices Kojiki watching him from a distance. He wonders who Kojiki is, then heads back to the soccer game. Kojiki scowls, and asks why Daitaro has to be here. He's angry that he's unable to control Kensei. Zero, who is standing nearby behind a tree, says that Daitaro must be stronger. He then reveals that Daitaro is the son of Polaris, the princess of Planet Arktos, and one who rebelled against the Emperor. Kojiki is enraged by this, and tells Zero to kill Daitaro. Zero refuses, saying that the Emperor won't allow it yet, adding that there's still a use for Daitaro. Later on, back at GEAR, they're discussing why Kensei froze in mid-air during the last encounter. Hideaki revels that it's likely that someone else tried to summon Kensei using Sirius's gear commander. This worries Commander Bussho, who wants to find a way to prevent the missing gear commander from summmoning Kensei. Hideaki says that while at GEAR, Kensei is controlled by their main computer, Meteo. So it at least cannot be summoned while inside GEAR. Daitaro asks how he's going to use Kensei if he can't trust summoning it, and Commander Bussho says that he and Ami are just going to have to come right to GEAR to launch. Polaris walks in, with Daitaro calling her mom and the others calling her 'Auntie'. Polaris sweatdrops, and asks the teams to just call her Polaris when she's dressed as such. Commander Bussho fills Polaris in on the conversation, and Polaris says that controlling the Gears with the gear commanders is a matter of willpower, and whomever has the strongest will, will always come out on top. Daitaro is confident that he's got a strong enough will to overcome anyone else, but Polaris warns that it's not as easy as it sounds, and the previous encounter was a good example of that. Daitaro deflates a bit, but agrees, saying that he won't take it lightly. Back at Kojiki's penthouse, he's sitting out on the patio, glaring at Sirius's gear commander and wondering what it will take to defeat Daitaro's control over Kensei. Zero walks out beside him, and announces that the Emperor has a plan. Kojiki looks up at him with interest. Later on, two machine beasts appear in two different locations, and begin to attack. The Gear teams must split up to battle them. Kensei must deal with an acid spewing beast, while Kerak has to deal with a beast that is not only able to generate a protective barrier, but has a strange type of armor that reflects energy attacks. Kensei has a difficult time approaching the machine beast that it's fighting without being hit by the super corrosive acid. Daitaro asks Ami for suggestions, and Ami responds that maybe if they fight the beast under water, the acid will be less of a factor. Daitaro agrees, and lures the machine beast into the water. It's acid attack is horribly weakened by the water, which allows Kensei to get close to it and defeat it. Meanwhile, Saburo and Kenji are having trouble of their own. A good majority of their attacks can't make it past the machine beast's strong defense. Kenji curses it's barrier, and tries to think of a way to get around it. Saburo says that that's simple. They just need to get in up close and personal, where the barrier wouldn't have any effect. Kenji gets an idea, and loads Golden Kitsune. He uses it's Specteral Flash ability to confuse the machine beast, zipping around quickly and leaving after images behind. The machine beast drops it's barrier momentarily, which gives Kerak enough time to get in close, inside the barrier. Saburo then goes to work, pummeling the machine beast mercilessly. It's armor begins to crack, and then shatters under Saburo's relentless assault. Kerak finishes it off with a well placed attack, sending it spiraling into the sky before exploding. Back near the ocean, Kensei stands on the beach and waits for Ozuru to resupply it with the Cell Booster, when Daitaro notices Kojiki there, standing on the beach. Daitaro tells Ami he'll be right back, and climbs down to Kojiki's location, approaching him. Before Daitaro can say anything though, Kojiki calls him by his name, and produces Sirius's gear commander. Daitaro is stunned as Kojiki declares that Kensei is his property, and he wants it back. Seeing what's going on, Ami starts to climb out of her cockpit. Daitaro asks Kojiki if he was the one that tried to steal Kensei before. Kojiki says that Daitaro is the thief, and that Kensei rightfully belongs to him. He then sends out an orb of light from his hand at Daitaro, that traps him inside a metal bubble. As Ami runs up, Kojiki sends a flash of energy that strikes the ground near her feet, knocking her to the sand and stunning her. When Polaris finally gets to the beach, she finds Ami kneeling in the sand, tears rolling down her cheeks and Daitaro's communicator in her hands. Neither Daitaro nor Kensei is in sight, which causes Polaris to panic a bit herself, as she tries to ask Ami what happened. Ami says that a boy took Daitaro, and she wasn't able to stop him. She bursts into tears and buries her face into Polaris's chest. Polaris holds onto her as she looks up at the sky, wondering who's taken her son.


Episode 30: The Greatest Rivalry

GEAR is quick to react, frantically searching for both Daitaro and Kensei, but unable to turn up either in their attempts. As Polaris weeps over the loss of her son, Saburo and Kenji go out in Kerak to find Daitaro themselves, taking along Ami in the reactivated third cockpit. Ami still blames herself for being unable to help Daitaro, but Saburo and Kenji insist that she shouldn't beat herself up, and that they'll find Daitaro soon. Meanwhile, at Kojiki's penthouse, Kojiki looms over a sleeping Daitaro, who is wearing a strange headband. When he awakens, he says Kojiki's name, and wonders where he is. Then he remembers that he was injured in an encounter with Kerak. Daitaro speaks to Kojiki as if they were the best of friends. Zero explains to Kojiki that he's brainwashed Daitaro into thinking that he is the pilot of Kensei for the Gulfer Emperor, and that Kojiki is lending him Kensei to fight and destroy Kerak. Zero then turns to Daitaro, and tells him that Kojiki has a new plan to defeat GEAR. Daitaro nods, and declares that he'll destroy Kerak this time, before fainting. Daitaro quietly mutters that he's going to get more sleep. As Kojiki walks away, he says "All right, Saburo". Polaris visits her father's mansion, where Sirius has regained consciousness. After Polaris tells Sirius what's happened, he explains that if there's someone out there who can control Kensei, it has to be Kojiki, the Emperor's so called son and his former little brother. He continues, saying that like himself, Kojiki has been brainwashed and is merely a pawn. He also says that if Kojiki is here, then Zero must also be on Earth as well. Polaris asks who Zero is, and Sirius explains that he's the Emperor's right hand man. If Kojiki was to fail gaining control of the Kensei, then the next obvious target would be Daitaro himself. Elsewhere, Kensei is being prepared to launch from an unknown location. Zero explains that Kensei has to be modified again for one pilot, since the plan is to have Daitaro battle the Kerak himself. This way, Kojiki is in no direct harm at all. Kojiki is annoyed that he's being taken out of the plan like that, and Zero says that Kojiki had his chance to recover Kensei, but failed. He continues, saying that Daitaro is now the best choice to pilot Kensei, and since he has no real connection to the Emperor at all, it would be no big loss if he died. Kojiki is angered by, and storms off, only to bump into Daitaro. Daitaro greets him with a friendly smile, which only angers him further. He pushes past Daitaro, leaving him to wonder what he did. A little while later, Kensei launches, it's mask once again closed shut. When GEAR detects Kensei, they try to radio him, but get no response. This leads them to beleive that Daitaro isn't piloting it. However, their worst fears become reality when Kensei loads Emerald Griffin, and uses it to attack the city. The Kerak team is informed of Kensei's location, and told that for whatever reason, Daitaro is attacking the city. The Kerak team is shocked and bewildered, and goes to meet up with Kensei. They try to speak with Daitaro, asking him why he's attacking the city. Daitaro declares that he is Kensei's one true pilot, and that the Kerak team are his greatest enemies. Kensei then begins to pummel on Kerak, while Saburo and Ami try desperately to reason with him. Kenji tells them that there's no sense, and that Daitaro's been brainwashed by the Gulfer Emperor's vile evil. Relunctantly, the Kerak team begins to fight back in an attempt to defend itself and the city. However, they cannot bring themselves to go all out on Daitaro, which puts them at a severe disadvantage. As the battle drags out, Kerak at least manages to lure Kensei away from the city to prevent any further damage dealt to it. However, they find themselves cornered by Kensei, who begins to use Emerald Griffin's final attack. Suddenly though, Daitaro cries out in pain and clutches his head, with memories of both the Kerak team and Kojiki flashing in his mind. Ami and Saburo ask Kenji what's going on, and Kenji states that Daitaro must be trying to subconsciously fight the brainwashing. This makes them hopeful, but Kenji says that it's not that easy to overcome the brainwashing, and Daitaro is likely to lose this fight. It seems that Kenji was right, as Daitaro finally executes the final attack. However, the momentary distraction allows the Kerak team to prepare, as Saburo cancels the final attack with a final attack of his own. With it's energy spent and Daitaro's head throbbing, Kensei attempts to escape the battle. Polaris drives up quickly in her motorcycle though, and is able to slap a bug on Kensei as it takes off. Telling the Kerak team what she did, she's hopeful that the bug will lead them to where Kensei is being kept. Back at the penthouse, Daitaro rests, a pained expression on his face. Kojiki asks Zero what happened, and Zero explains that they underestimated Daitaro's willpower, which allowed him to fight against the brainwashing momentarily. Kojiki wonders how humans can be so strong-willed, and Zero calls it an annoying trait that most lowly pests have, like cockroaches. Kojiki frowns, and silently looks over Daitaro,  and cryptically thinks to himself that Zero is the one that's the cockroach, since he refuses to die.


Episode 31: Daitaro's Anguish, Saburo's Sorrow

Daitaro is still missing, despite the bug that Polaris put on Kensei. Everyone at GEAR is worried about him, Polaris and Ami most of all. Saburo and Kenji sit around, with frustrated expressions on their face. Saburo openly wonders what it will take to bring Daitaro back, and Kenji says that he thought Saburo would know that best, since they were best friends. Saburo blinks, and thinks about it. He had never even thought about Daitaro being his best friend until now, and realizes just how close they are. He frowns and stares down at the floor guiltily, wishing he was smart enough to figure things out. Elsewhere, Daitaro wakes up in Kojiki's penthouse. While speaking with Kojiki about the battle with Kerak, he mistakenly calls him Saburo again. Kojiki thinks back to how Zero explained that humans have alot of willpower, which makes memories extremely difficult to erase. Kojiki goes along with it for the time being, but privately wonders if they can trust Daitaro's brainwashing. Back at GEAR, Saburo is by himself now, sitting in the employee's lounge and sadly watching Brave Dynamic Dendoh. Kenji and Ami spy on him, and wonder if Saburo will be able to really fight against Daitaro. Kenji says that he was surprised at first to see Daitaro fighting in Kensei like that, but admits that he's ready to defeat him now if need be. Ami frowns and looks away, saying that doesn't want to hurt Daitaro, but will fight with Kenji if it comes to that to get Daitaro back. Polaris is off visiting with Sirius again, confiding her worry in him. Sirius says that Daitaro will be able to get his memory back, but it will be very difficult, and painful. Polaris admits that she's worried about having to fight someone she knows, let alone her own son. Sirius rests his hand on her shoulder, and tells her that Daitaro is stronger then she thinks, and that it shouldn't have to come down to that extreme. Sirius then asks if he may speak with Saburo. Polaris asks why, and he says that he needs to tell Saburo something very important, as he got the impression that he and Daitaro were very close friends. When Saburo gets there, Sirius asks him to sit. As Saburo takes a seat across from Sirius, Sirius asks him if he can fight and defeat Daitaro, telling him that Daitaro's mission is to do just that to Kerak. He continues, saying that if Saburo doesn't fight with all of his strength and heart, Daitaro will defeat Kerak and be lost to the Gulfer forever. Saburo clenches his fists and trembles, saying that he's not sure if he can do that to his best friend. Sirius stands up, and walks around to Saburo. He rests his hand on his shoulder, and tells Saburo that he's the only person that can reach Daitaro now, because of all they've been through. He continues, saying that Daitaro and Saburo have always been with Kerak, even when Kenji left and Ami replaced him. The two of them share a unique bond as the chosen pilots, and as such are closer then they might realize. Saburo slowly nods, and looks down at his gear commander. He says to Sirius that if it comes down to fighting Kensei, he'll give it everything he's got to beat Daitaro and get him back. Back at Kojiki's penthouse, Daitaro says he's going to go take a shower, and asks if Kojiki wants to come with, which is common in Japan and not pedophiliac in anyway, folks. Kojiki declines, and Daitaro heads to the showers. As he's washing up, he holds his head as he has another flashback, of himself and Saburo washing up after a day of training. He eventually manages to shake it off, and finishes up. Back at GEAR, Saburo is standing in front of Kerak, looking up at it and pondering what he'll do when he encounters Daitaro again. Kenji and Ami approach him, and ask what's on his mind. He turns to them, and looks between them. He then swears that he's going to get Daitaro back no matter what. Kenji and Ami nod, and the three hold their hands out to each other, promising that they won't abandon Daitaro. An alarm goes off in GEAR, and Polaris hurries up to the three, telling them that her bug has finally located Kensei. The team is quick to climb into Kerak, and soon it launches, along with Ozuru and Polaris in the Cell Booster. They home in on Kensei's location, a hidden away place near the mountains. As they approach, Daitaro launches in Kensei and intercepts them. Kerak and Kensei begin to battle. Ozuru and Polaris attempt to help the Kerak team in Cell Booster, but Saburo tells them to stay back, and that it's his fight. Cell Booster drifts back and observes the battle. Not far off, Kojiki watches the battle as well, escorted by Zero and the Gulfer Baka Trio. As the fight progresses, a machine beast appears admist the two and starts to team up on Kerak with Daitaro. Cell Booster swoops in to deal with it, while Kenji loads Silver Chollima to help, allowing Saburo to focus back on Kensei again. The machine beast is pesky though, and eventually forces the Cell Booster to crash land. Saburo loads Bronze Fenghuang to help Silver Chollima take care of the machine beast, before focusing back on Kensei. Eventually, Kensei and Kerak charge each other with Kaladbolg and Dyrnwyn, respectively. As they pass each other, they manage to slash open each other's cockpits, badly damaging each other. Kerak then charges Kensei, and pins it against the mountain. Both Saburo and Daitaro then jump out of their cockpits, and begin to fight each other hand to hand. Ami goes to help Saburo, but Kenji stops her, telling her that this is a battle between best friends, and they shouldn't interfere. Ami bites her lip, and watches on. As the two fight, it appears that Daitaro is developing a headache that is progressively getting worse and worse, until finally he cries out in pain as the mind-controlling headband he's wearing begins to glow. As Polaris makes her way towards the fight, Zero cuts her off, destroying her motorcycle. Polaris manages to escape the blast, and begins to fight with Zero. Suddenly, the machine beast breaks free from the data weapons, and charges at Kerak. Daitaro shoves Saburo down and climbs back into Kensei, preparing Emerald Griffin's final attack. Saburo thinks that it's all over, Daitaro unleashes the final attack on the machine beast, destroying it. Saburo is surprised, as Daitaro steps out of the cockpit. Kojiki can't beleive his eyes as Daitaro's headband falls off, defeated. Daitaro climbs down to Saburo and helps him to his feet, then gives him a hug. Saburo hugs him back, saying that everyone missed him as Kenji and Ami climb down to the two. Daitaro turns to Ami and begins to say something, but Ami cuts him off, throwing her arms around him and giving him a big kiss. Saburo and Kenji cough, looking around as the two share a warm moment. Zero sees that the battle is lost, and escapes, along with Kojiki and the Gulfer Baka Trio. Polaris makes it to the scene, but hangs back, smiling happily as she watches on from the distance.


Episode 32: Soar! Kojiki!

Daitaro returns with Kensei to GEAR, and apologizes to everyone for what he had done while under the power of the Gulfer. Polaris gives him a big hug and tells him that here's no need for any apologies. Saburo, Kenji, and Ami all nod, standing nearby. Daitaro approaches Saburo, and thanks him for saving him. Saburo tells him to forget about it, and that Daitaro's just lucky he snapped out of it before he had to really mean business. Daitaro grins, and says that he remembers Saburo having a pretty hard time with him. Saburo scoffs, declaring that he could have taken Daitaro down with one hand tied behind his back. Daitaro tells him that he could only do that in his dreams, and the two start to bicker back and forth about who's better. Everyone sweatdrops, and Ami steps between the two, saying that they're both equally good, and that they should go into pro wrestling some day as a tag team. Saburo considers it, while Daitaro jokes that Ami should be their valet like the ones Saburo's dad used to have. Saburo asks Daitaro if he means the ones in the bikinis, and Ami sweatdrops, putting them both in a headlock and calling them perverts. Kenji shakes his head as he watches on, calling them all crazy. The whole GEAR crew share a laugh together, glad that everyone is back safe and sound. At Kojiki's penthouse, Kojiki paces back and forth, extremely angry. He asks Zero why Daitaro's memory came back after all the brainwashing they had done. He doesn't even wait for answer, and storms out to the patio, still seeing Daitaro in his mind. Zero watches on, a disgusted look on his face. He says that Kojiki has become useless, and something needs to be done about him. Back at GEAR, Daitaro identifies Kojiki, Zero, and the Gulfer Baka Trio from a collection of survellence videos. Commander Bussho informs the rest of the GEAR staff to keep their eyes out for anyone matching the pictures. They then being to discuss their next move. Daitaro sighs, and Ami asks him what's wrong. He explains that he feels like he almost misses Kojiki, stating that he's certain that Kojiki is alot like how Kenji used to be. Ami partly agrees with Daitaro, but says that Daitaro shouldn't feel too bad about him, since he's the one that caused all the trouble with him to begin with. Back at the penthouse, Zero is explaining their next plan. He says that there's no hope in recovering Kensei now, and that they must destroy it and Kerak. Kojiki asks Zero to let him go, as he feels he is the only one that can destroy Kensei. Back at GEAR, alarms go off as two machine beasts appear on radar, approaching the city. The Gear teams head to the hangar, launching in Kerak and Kensei, with the Cell Booster and Polaris on her motorcycle coming along for support. As the machine beasts approach, it is clear that Kojiki is piloting one of them. Kerak, Kensei, and the Cell Booster engage the machine beasts, with Kojiki focusing in on Kensei. Daitaro goes to attack, but then notices that Kojiki is in the machine beast. He backs off, evading Kojiki's attacks as he wonders why it has come to this. Elsewhere, Zero stages another attack on another GEAR branch. Causing a distraction with a weak Gulfer type, he slips inside with evil intentions on his mind. Back at the battle, Kojiki continues to try and strike at Kensei. Daitaro tries to reason with him, saying that they can be friends like before without any brainwashing. Kojiki rejects his offer, saying that there are always going to be worst of enemies. Daitaro dodges from Kojiki's attacks, asking him why he wants to help the Gulfer take over Earth. Kojiki reveals that he's the Emperor's son, and that humans are evil beings. Daitaro blinks and asks Kojiki how that's possible, since Kojiki is human himself. Before Kojiki can respond, Zero appears, and asks Kojiki if he's had enough. Kojiki doesn't understand what Zero means, and Zero says that it's time to end the battle. With a snap of his fingers, Zero switches Kojiki's machine beast to autopilot. The machine beast latches onto Kensei, wrapping it's arms around it and flying straight up. Kojiki tries to regain control, but is unable to. Zero explains to Kojiki that the machine will explode when they reach 20,000 feet, killing Kojiki but destroying Kensei. Kojiki asks Zero why he's doing this, and Zero responds that the Emperor will be happy that Kojiki sacrificed his life to destroy Kensei, and dash the hopes of humanity. Meanwhile, Kerak puts an end to the other machine beast, as Saburo hurriedly implores Ozuru to hurry up with a resupply. Once ready, Kerak blasts into the air after Kensei. Back in the air, Ami is telling Daitaro that they have to find a way to escape. Daitaro agrees, but also talks to Kojiki, telling him that the Gulfer have shown their true colors, and are willing to kill him just to destroy Kensei. Kojiki shakily says that as long as it makes his father happy, he doesn't care. Daitaro tells him to stop being so stubbern, and that he shouldn't throw his life away for people or things that don't even care about him. Kojiki trembles, quietly saying that he doesn't want to die. As Saburo catches up, he loads Tsume Blade and uses it to cut Kensei free of the machine beast. However, the machine beast continues to fly upwards on it's own. Daitaro flies after it, saying that they can't abandon Kojiki like that. Ami keeps track of their distance while Daitaro breaks open the machine beast's cockpit, opening up his own. He yells to Kojiki to jump. Kojiki hesitates, and Daitaro reassures him that he'll catch him. As Kojiki leaps from the machine beast, the bomb inside it explodes. However, Saburo loaded Bronze Fenghuang, and used Chronos Feather to freeze the explosion just in time. Daitaro catches Kojiki, and they both tumble back into Kensei's cockpit. Kojiki asks Daitaro why he wanted to save him after all the terrible things he had done. Daitaro tells Kojiki that even though he was brainwashed, he still didn't mind being around Kojiki, and still felt like they were friends. Kensei swoops down to Kerak, giving it a thumbs up before they all head off safely. Zero watches on, scoffing at how Daitaro nearly killed himself just to save Kojiki.


Episode 33: The Destruction of GEAR!

Kojiki is held at GEAR, and has sunken into a deep depression over what's happened. Polaris explains to the Gear teams that Kojiki is different from Sirius, in that he grew up among the Gulfer, and so had considered himself one of them. For the Gulfer to betray him like they did was a wound that wouldn't heal easily. Kojiki continues to angst over Zero's betrayal, when Daitaro tries to cheer him up by introducing him to Saburo, Kenji, and Ami. Kojiki looks between the four of them, and begins to cry. Saburo quietly pulls out a hankerchief and hands it to Daitaro, who in turn hands it to Kojiki. Kojiki wipes his eyes, and quietly asks them to leave him be. Daitaro nods slowly and sighs, gesturing for the others to leave. As the four walk along, they talk about Kojiki, and how they could possibly make him feel better. Daitaro non-chalently waves hello to the Gulfer Baka Trio, as they refill a vending machine in the hall, having apparently gotten jobs at GEAR. Saburo blinks and does a double take, turning to point at them before Ami and Kenji drag him off, telling him not to worry about those Gulfer. A short while later, the four return to see Kojiki, and take him to a greenhouse, since he likes plants. He begins to relax as he walks among all the different plantlife, while the others walk along nearby. Kojiki says that Earth has alot of nice plants and flowers, and wishes he could get some of his own. Daitaro and Ami agree, while Saburo and Kenji drift back from the group, sneaking off. Kojiki continues to enjoy his surroundings while Ami and Daitaro wonder where Saburo and Kenji ran off too. A little later, the group is still there when it's time to close, and Daitaro and Ami escort Kojiki towards the front. Waiting for them there are Saburo and Kenji, who say that they have something for Kojiki. They present him with a small exotic plant in a pot, saying that they wanted to get him a bigger one, but the plants in the greenhouse are awfully expensive. Kojiki gently takes the potted plants in his hands, looking it over. He smiles at the two, and thanks them for the present. Daitaro and Ami smile too, saying they didn't know that Kenji and Saburo were such softies. Kenji's cheeks redden a bit, while Saburo tries to laugh it off. Daitaro asks Kojiki if he's hungry. Before Kojiki can answer, his stomache growls loudly. Embarassed, he admits he's a little hungry. Laughing a bit, he invites everyone his mother's diner for dinner. Kojiki is amazed by all the different kinds of food avaliable at the diner, saying that there wasn't this kind of variety back home. Kojiki is unsure what to get, so Daitaro orders for him. Meanwhile, Saburo orders a large amount of food for himself, which causes Kenji to make a remark about having to readjust Kerak's cockpit again soon. Saburo flexes, saying that he's gotta eat alot of food to keep up the energy he needs to save the world. Ami pokes him in the belly and tells him if he keeps eating, he will be a planet. Saburo sweatdrops, and everyone has a laugh. Even Kojiki smiles. A little later, the group all have a sleepover at Daitaro's place, staying up late and watching old science fiction movies. Pretty soon, everyone is asleep but Daitaro and Ami. Ami asks Daitaro if he thinks Kojiki will ever get used to being around people. Daitaro admits that he's not sure, but he's going to do his best to try and help. Ami says that Daitaro is a good person, and kisses him on the cheek before heading to sleep. Daitaro blushes deeply and stares up and out of the window at the stars. The next day, the kids along with Kojiki play cards with the Gulfer Baka Trio at Daitaro's grandfather's home, while Polaris, Sirius, and Polaris's father talk about what has happened. Sirius admits that even though they aren't really related, he still feels like Kojiki is his younger brother. A little later, Commander Bussho visits to join in on the conversation. Sirius tells everyone that the Gulfer have given up on trying to recover Kensei, as they no longer have any humans to pilot it for them. He continues, saying that all that's left for GEAR to recover is the mysterious seventh data weapon. Suddenly, a machine beast is detected at GEAR, and a message is passed along to the folks at Daitaro's grandfather's house. The Gear team summons Kerak and Kensei, and head off to intercept the machine beast, while Polaris and Commander Bussho return to GEAR with Kojiki and the Gulfer Baka trio. As Kerak and Kensei confront the machine beast though, Zero presses a button and sets off bombs at all the GEAR bases he has been to since he got to Earth. The American, French, English, Italian, Australian, and Canadian branches of GEAR are all destroyed in one fell swoop. Sirius knows that this is the doing of Zero, and disappears from Polaris's father's house. Zero takes advantage of the chaos, and breaks into GEAR's main headquarters again. As he makes his way through the base, GEAR prepares to evacuate, fearing that there is a bomb there too. Suddenly, a second machine beast appears underground, within the base. Daitaro is informed of this, and uses Kensei's turbines along with Caladbolg to burrow through the ground to get at the beast. Meanwhile, Kerak and the Cell Booster deal with the first machine beast. As Zero continues his assault on the base, Kojiki gets seperated from the others as they evacuate. As the damage on the base builds, Commander Bussho decides to evacuate GEAR entirely, and has Meteo retreat as well. Daitaro makes it to the machine beast inside GEAR's hangars and battles with it. As the evacuation nears it's completion, the Gulfer Baka Trio mention that Kojiki is still inside the base. Inside the base, Zero has Kojiki cornered and is about to kill him when Sirius intervenes, parrying away Zero's attack with his twin swords. The two battle through GEAR, moving into an auditorium where Polaris appears and moves to assist her brother. However, Zero appears to be more then a match for the two, even when Polaris catches him with a grenade explosion. Sirius tells Polaris that he can handle Zero on his own, and to go get Kojiki out of the base. Polaris heads off to find Kojiki, as Sirius continues to fight with Zero. Zero produces the switch to the bomb, saying that he's had enough. Sirius scowls, and leaps into a crevice created by Daitaro's battle with the machine beast in the hangar, escaping. Zero detonates the bomb, exploding the now empty main room of GEAR headquarters.


Episode 34: Zero's Assault!

The battle against the machine beasts continues as Polaris and Kojiki escape Zero's explosions underground. Saburo and Kenji watch GEAR explode from the outside, and go to do something about it when the machine beast reappears, attacking them. Meanwhile, the Gulfer Baka Trio wander around outside the GEAR base, searching for Kojiki. Kensei rises up out of the rubble, shaken up but no worse for wear, with the second machine beast following soon after him. Sirius manages to make his way outside the base as well, but Polaris and Kojiki are still somewhere inside the ruins. Zero jumps back down into the ruins, and transforms into his true form. In the underground ruins of the base, Polaris and Kojiki awaken amongst the rubble. Polaris is slightly injured, but Kojiki appears to be fine. Kojiki helps Polaris to her feet, and the two search for a way out, with Polaris leading the way despite her injuries. Zero continues to proceed downwards through the ruins for his true objective, Meteo. Polaris and Kojiki manage to find Meteo first however, and pull down a lever on the massive computer before moving into another room. Outside, Kerak and Kensei finally manage to destroy the machine beasts, and turn their attentions on GEAR's ruins, wondering what's happening. Polaris and Kojiki enter some sort of strange control room, as Zero arrives. Polaris gets to work, getting Kojiki to help her out by explaining what he has to do. As they work, the ground begins to shake. Suddenly, from the rubble and ruins of GEAR, a large battleship emerges, the Meteo. Zero is momentarily taken aback by it's appearance, before moving to attack it. Polaris activates an energy shield though, that repels Zero's attack. Zero declares that this must be the ship that Polaris escaped on all those years ago. Zero continues to attack Meteo, attempting to penetrate it's energy shield. Kensei moves to defend the Meteo, but it's energy is low. Polaris tries to fire a weapon on the ship, but something appears to be wrong with it. Kerak leaps into the fray, helping Kensei battle Kerak as Ozuru resupplies Kensei. The Gear teams summon all of their data weapons but Sapphire Addanc and Emerald Griffin, and attack Zero with all of their strength. However, Zero is just too quick and skilled, evading most of their attacks and parrying the rest with his staff. Polaris tells Kojiki that he needs to go down to the weapons systems area, and manually fire the Meteo's Quaser Cannon, if they want to have any chance of defeating Zero. Kojiki asks how he's going to do that, and Polaris tells him that she'll communicate with him from the bridge. As the battle drags on, Kensei and Kerak begin to take quite a beating from Zero's blindly quick attacks. They are managing to hold their own for the time being, but are unsure how much longer they will be able to keep that pace. Sirius watches the battle from the ground, saying that Zero is a truly fierce oppenent, and hopes that Polaris can do something with the ship's main cannon before the Gear teams are defeated. Kojiki makes it down to the weapons controls area, and Polaris walks him through the process to manually fire the Quaser Cannon. He works through it and is successful, the cannon suddenly opens fire, taking Zero by surprise and blasting his arm off. Daitaro takes advantage of this momentary distraction and loads Tsume Edge, using it's Final Attack to destroy Zero entirely. Kojiki cries at having killed Zero, wishing that Zero could have been reasoned with. After all the dust has cleared, everyone regroups. Sirius calls Kojiki his brother, which makes Saburo comment that that makes Kojiki Daitaro's uncle. Daitaro sweatdrops, and says that he's okay with just being friends for the time being. Everyone that was evacuated and the Gear teams all board the Meteo. As they filter through the ship, they find that Meteo's bridge looks exactly like GEAR HQ's war-room. Polaris explains that only herself and Sirius can activate the ship, and that it's the private ship of the royal family of Arktos. Saburo nudges Ami, and pokes fun at her for being in love with royalty. Daitaro blushes and Ami smites Saburo with a dangerous uppercut. Outside, Zero, who is again in his human form, watches the Meteo from the distance, and says that it doesn't matter that GEAR has the ship. The whole war will be over soon, and the Gulfer will be victorious. All over the world, astronomers begin to detect a planet that is moving through space, on a course towards Earth. When GEAR receives the information on Meteo, Sirius reveals that the planet is the Gulfer Planet, and his and Polaris's former home planet, Arktos. Daitaro asks why the planet would be moving through space like that, and Sirius reveals that the Gulfer intend to use the full extent of their power now to destroy humanity and take over Earth.


Episode 35: Fly! To Space

With the full power of the Gulfer Empire slowly making it's way towards Earth, the situation seems grim for it's defenders. The Gear team refuses to give up though, each vowing to fight to the very end. Sirius explains that the only chance they have of saving Earth is to intercept Arktos before it arrives. With that, GEAR's mechanics get to reparing Meteo in preparation for the final mission. Everyone prepares for their departure, visiting their families and saying what might be their final farewells. On the Meteo, the brand new battle flyer Valhalla nears completion. Hideaki explains that the Valhalla has more firepower then the Cell Booster, and can carry more hyper denchis to boot. Daitaro's father speaks with Polaris, telling her that he wants to go with them, not being able to stand the thought of losing his family. Polaris hugs him, telling him not to worry and that they'll be back soon. Kiosho protests, but Polaris says it's better for him to stay behind, as it gives her a little less to worry about out in space. Elsewhere, Kojiki approaches the Gear team, telling them that he wants to go with them, and help them defeat the Gulfer. Daitaro asks him if he's sure, and Kojiki nods, saying that the Gulfer aren't what he thought they were, and that he had been deceived all this time. Saburo pats Kojiki on the back, and tells him that they'll set things right. Kenji and Ami nod, while Daitaro says that they're all in it together. A little later, Saburo is training with his father, practicing wrestling moves on each other. Hiroshi tells him that he wants to go with Saburo, but knows he can't. Saburo tells his father not to worry, and that before he knows it he'll be back. Hiroshi nods, and tells him that he has a surprise to tell Saburo when he gets back. Saburo tries to get a hint out of Hiroshi, but only gets a Hiroshi Slam for his efforts. He then gives Saburo his lucky wrestling mask, which he wore when he won the world title. Elsewhere, Kenji and his mother are sharing a quiet moment. Azami tells Kenji that she doesn't want to let go of him again, but knows that Kenji has his own responsibilities to tend do. Kenji promises his mother that he'll never make her cry again. Azami hugs Kenji, saying how much Kenji has grown since he came back. Back at GEAR, Ami is given some bad news. Sirius explains to her that Daitaro will be returning to his seat in Kerak, bringing the original team back together. He explains that the reason for this is that they were the original chosen pilots, and they are in possession of all of the data weapons. Ami asks what will happen to her, and Commander Bussho tells her that she'll remain on the ship as a combat analysis. Ami is extremely upset at this, saying that she wanted to be by Daitaro's side in battle. Sirius rests his hand on Ami's shoulder, and asks her how important fighting with Daitaro is to her. She says that she cares for Daitaro very much, and wants to do everything she can to help him. Sirius says that there just might be something else for her to do. As the Meteo draws closer to it's launch, the well known music band C-Drive (which includes Yuki, whom Saburo has shared a small online romance with in the past) prepares a concert to help inspire and spur on GEAR to battle. Those going into space say their final goodbyes to their families, as the Meteo lifts off towards space. Sirius explains the Gulfer's defenses, including a massive defensive satallite that projects an energy shield all around Arktos. Commander Bussho announces that Polaris will be Valhalla's pilot, when Kojiki speaks up, asking if he could be it's pilot instead. Commander Bussho explains to him that Polaris is better suited to the fighter as she's been working with it for some time. Kojiki insists that he wants to help though, and Sirius convinces Commander Bussho to allow Kojiki to be Polaris's co-pilot. As they approach the Gulfer's first defensive line, Kerak launches to meet the Gulfer head on. A tremendous battle ensues, with Kerak and the other GEAR forces taking out a great deal of the Gulfer defense. As they approach the defense satallite, it unleashes a tremendous blast of energy that takes out a huge swath of Gulfer, but missing the GEAR forces as they evade. Kerak swoops in towards the energy shield, and unleashes a final attack to peirce it, then using Bronze Fenghuang's Chronos Feather to keep it open, like they did with the Spiral City's barrier. As the Kerak team approaches the defense satallite, Zero appears before them, blocking their way. Kerak is at a loss for what to do, when a large beam blast knocks Zero backwards. The Kerak team look over to see Kensei flying in, with the full armor equipment equipped. Daitaro wonders who's inside, and it's revealed that Sirius and Ami are piloting Kensei. Ami tells Daitaro to go on ahead to the satallite, but Daitaro refuses and destroys Zero with Ruby Fenrir's final attack. As Kerak and Kensei move towards the satallite again, Zero suddenly respawns in front of them. He tells them that they'll never be able to defeat him. Daitaro asks Sirius how Zero is able to come back to life like that, and Sirius admits that he's not entirely sure himself, but knows that it has something to do with the Gulfer Emperor. Suddenly, three Spiral Cities appear behind the Meteo, blocking any route for escape. The episode ends with the GEAR team having to face down tremendous odds from either side.


Episode 36: Storm-tossed Seas

The battle rages on as Meteo prepares itself to intercept the Spiral Cities. Kerak and Kensei continue to battle Zero, while Polaris and Kojiki make their way inside the defense satallite in Valhalla. They fly through the massive satallite, trying to find the barrier generator. Outside, Sirius manages to destroy Zero again, but he continues to respawn with no signs of slowing down. Back inside the satallite, Valhalla is being persued by Gulfer. Kojiki tells Polaris to focus on taking out the Gulfer while he concentrates on disabling the defense systems manually. Kojiki is successful, and the defenses around the barrier generator deactivate. Polaris wastes no time in destroying it, causing the energy shield around Arktos to drop. Outside, Sirius manages to destroy Zero yet again, but this time Saburo is quick to act, using Bronze Fenghuang's Chronos Feather to freeze him. This buys them a little time. Elsewhere, a backup generator activates, and the energy shield begins to go up again. However, the Valhalla is knocked into the atmosphere by an attacking Gulfer, sending it on a crash course towards Arktos. The Kerak team hurries forth after it, and makes it into the atmosphere just before the energy shield reactivates around the planet. This leaves Kensei, the Cell Booster who is being piloted by Ozuru and Hatsumi, and the Meteo to do battle in space against overwhelming odds. As the Valhalla and Kerak pass through the atmosphere, they find that Arktos is a stunningly beautiful world with lush plantlife and animals, not at all what they expected from a world run by the Gulfer. Back in space, the battle isn't going well. Kensei's ammo is running low, and the Meteo is just outmatched by the multiple Spiral Cities. Sirius decides to order a retreat, so they can regroup and repair the damage that's been done to them thus far. He asks Ami to locate an optimal retreat location. Back on the planet, Kerak and Valhalla have regained control of their systems and are flying low in the Arktos sky to avoid being seen. Daitaro comments on how he can't beleive how beautiful the planet is. Saburo agrees, and asks how a planet that's been taken over by a bunch of crazy robots could be so full of life. Polaris explains that the Gulfer Emperor was never always the horrible overlord that he is today. She explains that at one point in the past, the Gulfer Emperor was in fact Arktos's environmental management computer. He controlled the planet's weather, and temperature, always making Arktos's climate optimal for this sort of lush scenery. However, with all of that power under it's control, the computer began to think that it was the supreme ruler of the planet, and should rule the entire galaxy. It rebelled against the people of Arktos, forming the Gulfer Empire. Back in space, Ami tells Sirius that the best place for them to hide is within Jupiter's rings. They would have to be careful that they don't go too far towards the planet though, as it's powerful gravity could suck them in and destroy them. Sirius nods, and orders the GEAR forces to retreat to that location. The Meteo starts off, with the Gulfer Baka Trio already performing repairs on the outside of the ship. Sirius tells the Cell Booster to head on back to the Meteo and tell them to descend into Jupiter to avoid the Gulfer forces, but to be careful about it. Sirius then hangs back a bit, to fight the unfrozen Zero in an attempt to hold him off from attacking the Meteo. Back on Arktos, the Kerak team and Valhalla have found the Gulfer's central command. As they approach it however, they are intercepted by two powerful guardian machine knights. They are caught off guard by the machine knights, and are forced to retreat and gather their senses. Daitaro wonders how they're going to get past the powerful guardians, and Polaris replies that they'll have to surprise them. Kenji says that they can use Golden Kitsune's Spectral Flash ability to move quickly through them. Polaris agrees, and the two groups form a plan. Back in space, Sirius again finishes Zero off with a well aimed blast from Kensei's space bazooka. Sirius uses the momentary pause between Zero's respawn to retreat towards the Meteo. As the Meteo lowers itself into Jupiter, the three Spiral Cities give chase. However, a calculation error on the Meteo causes them to go to low, and they find themselves fighting against the gravity as the Spiral Cities close in. Sirius sees this, and asks Ami to recover battle data on Kensei's computer to find the layout to the Spiral City GEAR had previously destroyed. Ami quickly calls it up, and Sirius examines it, finding where the reactor would be located if he had to fire from the outside to get it. Kensei uses the rest of it's remaining ammo to blow a hole in Spiral City, and unleash a few Space Bazooka blasts to damage the reactor. The Spiral City explodes, and the force of the explosion allows the Meteo to break free of the gravity, and hide amongst the dusty rings around Jupiter. (Yes, there are rings around Jupiter. Wiki it). As Kensei docks with Meteo and the GEAR forces tend to battle damage, they receive word from Earth that a massive fleet of Spiral Cities are slowly approaching Earth, and will reach it within 48 hours. Sirius scowls, saying that they must hurry and deal with Gulfer forces, otherwise Earth will be doomed. Back on Arktos, the Kerak team execute their plan, using the after-images left by Golden Kitsune's Spectral Flash ability to confuse the machine knights enough to strike them from behind, destroying them swiftly before they have a chance to react. Kerak is victorious as Valhalla provides a resupply. As they're doing this, Kojiki notices a small child hiding on the ground nearby, and points it out. Polaris is surprised to see a human so close to the Gulfer forces, and wonders where it came from.


Episode 37: Arktos Revealed

As Zero respawns, he wonders where the GEAR forces disappeared to. Scoffing, he says it doesn't matter and that soon Earth will be under Gulfer control. Hiding inside Jupiter's rings, Meteo continues to repair itself from the Gulfer assault. Sirius tells Ami that it's important that they rest when they can, so they don't get exhausted in battle. Ami says that won't happen, and that she'll never give up no matter what. Sirius commends her for her bravery, but tells her that the body has it's limits, and a smart warrior takes advantage of every opportunity in front of them. On Arktos, the Valhalla and Kerak team are following the small child they saw earlier, into the nearby mountains and into a large cave. They land their respective units further into the cave to avoid being seen, then continue to follow the child. Eventually, they come across a group of people who have been hiding from the Gulfer in the mountains. They see Daitaro, and call him by Sirius's name. Back on the Meteo, Hideaki explains to the rest of the crew that the only way to permenantly take down the energy shield is with two final attacks. Sirius tells him that it isn't a option, and they need to think of something else. Hideaki says that there's possibly one other thing, but it's still in the experimental stages. Meanwhile, back on Arktos, the GEAR team has gone with the group of people they found, and are brought to a small underground town filled with Arktos refugees. Polaris is surprised to see so many survivors. On the Meteo, Sirius is preparing for battle, when Ami approaches him. She theorizes that Zero may perhaps be like a data weapon, lacking a truly physical form and thus the reason he can continually respawn. She suggests that they use the sample of the Ragou virus that they recovered a while ago to try and take him down. Back on Arktos, the GEAR team is meeting with the leaders of the small group of humans. Polaris says that she is glad to see that there are still people alive on Arktos, and that they have returned to defeat the Gulfer once and for all. The eldest leader responds, saying that he is unsure that the Gulfer are something that can be defeated so easily by the power of humans. Back on the Arktos, Ami has finally fallen asleep after helping to build a one shot makeshift weapon to deliver the Ragou virus to Zero. Sirius watches on while she sleeps, saying how Daitaro is lucky to have such a person care for him. He then walks off towards the Meteo hangar, and looks up, hoping that this will be enough to take down the barrier surrounding Arktos, as the camera pans over something shrouded in the darkness of the hangar. Back on the planet, the GEAR team has gathered around the old man as he explains the legend of the seven gods of Arktos, as they stand before the strongest seal on the planet, that protects the Gulfer Emperor. The old man explains that the gods made an ancient contract with the people of Arktos, stating that they would come in the planet's time of crisis and help them. However, the time of crisis came, and the contract went unfulfilled, for reasons unknown to them. He continues, saying that only the seven gods can terminate this seal, and do battle with the Gulfer Emperor. Kojiki states that the old man must be talking about the data weapons. As he states this, the Kerak's team gear commanders glow, and the six data weapons appear before them. This causes strange glowing writing to appear all over the walls and ceilings of the shrine they are in. Kojiki admits that they don't have the seventh data weapon, and the old man says that all seven gods are required to destroy the seal. Daitaro declares that he doesn't care if they don't have the seventh data weapon, and that he intends to keep fighting no matter what. Kenji and Saburo agree. He says that even if it doesn't work, they've never given up before and won't start now. Back on the Meteo, everything is ready to re-enter combat. Sirius states that this is their last battle, and won't have any second chances. Back on the planet, the GEAR team have returned to the town, where a lady approaches them, saying that eleven years ago, she was seperated from her child, who looked very similar to Kojiki. She asks him if he has a scar on his left arm. Kojiki looks around to the GEAR members, then slowly rolls up his sleeve, revealing a scar. Upon seeing this, the woman bursts into tears of joy, and embraces Kojiki. Kojiki isn't sure how to react, but slowly faint memories of his mother begin to come back to him. He starts to cry, and hugs the woman back. Back in space, the Meteo has again engaged the Gulfer in combat, as Sirius and Ami prepare to launch in Kensei. Back on Arktos, Kojiki decides that he's going to stay behind and help the people here, while the rest of the GEAR team decides that it's time to return to space. They bid Kojiki farewell, and launch. The battle continues in orbit, as Zero again approaches. Sirius and Ami engage him in combat, and nail him with a syringe like weapon that is prepared with the Ragou virus. Zero contorts in pain as the virus surges through him, infecting him. As he's about to be finished off by it though, he kills himself, respawning free of the virus. Sirius curses, saying that they only had one shot with that. His mind racing, he orders the Meteo to put all it's energy into it's barrier, and push against the defense satallite with all it's might, hoping that the pressure will cause the satallite's barrier generator to overload. It starts to work, and Ozuru swoops in with Cell Booster, starting to attack Zero. Back on the Meteo, Hatsumi watches on, thinking about how Ozuru asked her to stay behind this time. Ozuru tells Sirius to go to the Meteo and help it take down the barrier, and that he'll handle Zero. Sirius is hesitant, but understands what is at stake, so goes. Ozuru does his best against Zero, but is hopelessly outmatched. Just as Zero prepares to destroy the Cell Booster, Ozuru launches a pair of hyper denchi at him. Zero manages to destroy the Cell Booster, but is destroyed himself by the suddenly powerful explosion of the denchis. Sirius meanwhile has engaged the weapon from earlier; a very basic artificial data weapon, the crowning acheivement of GEAR's data weapon research. Sirius flashes back to Hideaki explaining it's use, saying that it's very basic and has no real artificial intelligence to speak of yet. It has combat data though, although all it can do is a final attack. Sirius says that that's enough for the time being, and asks what the data weapon's name is. Hideaki admits that it doesn't have a name yet, as it's early in the experimental stages. Sirius considers it, and amusedly gives it the name Pyrite Kaiser. Back to the battle, Sirius loads the Pyrite Kaiser, and prepares to use it on the defense satallite. However, Zero is close on his back and ready to strike. Just in time through, the Kerak team returns, and destroys Zero again. Wasting no time, Ami tells the Kerak team to launch a final attack at the satallite. Kerak loads Emerald Griffin and does so, as Kensei uses the Pyrite Kaiser Final Attack. The Pyrite Kaiser launches a tremendous ball of energy before disapating, the stress of the attack apparently too much. The two final attacks collide with the satallite and cause it to explode, dropping the shield around Arktos. Kerak and Kensei swoop down to each other, grasping each other's hands in a sign of celebration. As they do this though, the flaming golden dragon from before appears again, along with the young girl.


Episode 38: The Star of Legends - And, to the End of Crisis

The image of young Polaris and the great golden dragon appear in space with everyone watching on. The dragon materializes into it's true form, as the legendary seventh data weapon. Suddenly, all of the gear commanders begin to glow, as the dragon forms contracts with each of them, including Ami. They all save the Dragon. Sirius ejects the Kensei's attack armor, saying that it will no longer be neccessary. Zero respawns, and the Kerak team all install the Dragon. Kerak glows, and grows two mighty wings on it's back. It's armor becomes golden, and a tremendous sword appears in it's hands, it's hilt shaped like two snakes entwined around each other with their heads coming out to form the handguard. The blade itself is long and wide, and shines with a golden light. As this goes on, Polaris investigates the ruins of the Cell Booster, finding Ozuru alive in well drifting among the debris in a space suit. She recovers him, and they both use the Valhalla. Kerak engages the Gulfer and Zero with it's tremendous new form, and unleashes a powerful attack that destroys many of the Gulfer at once. At this point, the team realizes that Kerak has infinite energy, and no longer needs to be resupplied with denchis. Valhalla returns to the Meteo as Kerak engages Zero, while Kensei mops up other Gulfer forces. Zero lures Kerak into the range of the defense satallite's apparently still functioning cannon, and holds on to it, saying that he'll destroy the Kerak no matter what power they have. As the cannon fires, the Kerak team unleashes all of their data weapons at once, firing off a tremendous spiraling blast of energy that not only destroys Zero again, but pushes the satallite's blast backwards, then obliterates the remains of the satallite altogther. As Sirius prepares to engage Zero with Kerak, he contacts the Meteo and speaks with Polaris, and tells her that he saw her as a child within the dragon. He adds that it's giving him another chance to save Arktos and redeem himself for the pain he has caused, then swoops into battle. Zero sees that the odds are slowly building against him, and summons Vector, a glider type device that he's previously used to travel distances with. He merges with it, gaining even more strength and mobility. Young Polaris tells the Kerak team that Vector Zero is only half of the life, and that they can't defeat him like this. Kensei moves beside Kerak and loads the Pendragon. Kensei's armor becomes golden as well, and it gains two katanas similar to the ones that Sirius uses on foot. They are far more stylized though, with their hilts seemingly carved from ivory in the shape of oriental style dragons. The blades themselves are long, and glow with the light of the sun. Their names are etched into the blades in crimson light: Hinode and Hinoiri (Sunrise and Sunset). Kerak and Kensei engage Vector Zero, destroying him again. He yet again respawns, and young Polaris tells them that they cannot defeat Vector Zero again. Sirius grits his teeth, and tells Kerak to return to Arktos, and defeat the Gulfer Emperor. He says that it's the only way Vector Zero can be destroyed for good. Kerak heads back towards the planet, and Vector Zero tries to stop them. Kensei intervenes, with Sirius telling him that they are his oppenent. Sirius asks Ami if she's ready to go, and Ami nods, saying that she was born ready. Back on Earth, time is slowly winding down, with only two hours left until the Spiral Cities make it to the planet. Back on Arktos, Kerak enters the shrine from before, and terminates the seal. They then use Tsume to tear through the wall and right into the Gulfer Emperor's chamber. Sirius and Ami push Vector Zero through Arktos's atmosphere, as the Meteo lands in the planet's ocean. Kerak enters the Emperor's chamber, and executes Divine Pendragon's Final Attack. It holds it's sword, Excalibur, above it's head as seven different colored beams of light strike it, each representing one of the data weapons. The sword glows with the swirling light of all the combined data weapons powers, as Kerak brings it down in a verticle slash, sending a column of pure energy ripping along the ground, and striking the walls of the chamber to get the Gulfer Emperor's attention. It works, as the Gulfer Emperor appears, looming over the Kerak. It's a horrific beast, with seven heads and long necks. The Gulfer Emperor tells the Kerak team that it's been a thorn in it's side for too long, and will destroy them itself. Back outside, Sirius and Ami continue to battle Vector Zero, both sides seeming evenly matched. Polaris heads out on her motorcycle, which for whatever reason she decided to bring with her. Back in the Emperor's chamber, Kerak unleashes final attack after final attack on the Gulfer Emperor, but they seemingly have no effect. The Gulfer Emperor calls them pathetic, and leashes an assault of fiery breath from each of it's heads on Kerak, slamming it back against the far wall. The Kerak team is shaken, but they each declare that they won't be beaten here, Daitaro for his mother's past, Saburo for the protection of Earth, and Kenji for his mother's smile. Suddenly, all seven data weapons appear before Kerak. Young Polaris explains that they will be with the planet's protectors, and when Arktos is in crisis, they will fulfill the ancient contract. The data weapons glow and turn into swirling energy, before forming a huge (Zankantou level huge) sword. Young Polaris tells the Kerak team to take the sword, and fulfill their destiny. Kerak's Excalibur and wings vanish, but it maintains it's golden armor as it hefts the mighty sword. Kerak lunges at the Gulfer Emperor, with the Gulfer Emperor lunging back at them with one of it's heads. Unbeleivably though, Kerak is able to cleave the Emperor's head right off with little effort. The Gulfer Emperor is shocked and outraged, declaring that he cannot be defeated like this. Back outside, Vector Zero manages to cut off Kensei's left arm, then slashes into Kensei's cockpit. Ami lets out a surprised cry, and Sirius narrows his eyes, declaring that he won't let Ami die. Suddenly, Polaris swoops in, driving up Kensei and leaping off as the motorcycle slams into Vector Zero's face, exploding and stunning him. As Kerak cleaves off the last of the Gulfer Emperor's heads, Sirius buries Kensei's other sword right through Zero's chest, pushing it out the other side. Zero is stunned, unable to beleive that he's finally dying, as he simply vanishes in a burst of energy. With that, the Gulfer threat is eliminated once and for all. Near Earth, the Spiral Cities begin to detonate and explode, as their link to the Gulfer Emperor is severed. Soon after, news of GEAR's victory on Arktos spreads all over the planet, kicking off a global celebration. Polaris opens Kensei's cockpit and finds Sirius and Ami there. Both amazingly appear to be uninjured. Sirius wonders how he's still alive, and Polaris explains that there still must be things for him to do. Sirius smiles, and hugs Polaris, saying that their home is free once again. Polaris hugs Sirius back, crying a bit. Ami wonders where Kerak is to herself, as she peers out of the cockpit. Back in the Emperor's chamber, everything is eeriely quiet. Just then, the sword in Kerak's hands vanishes, as the data weapons reappear before them. Young Polaris appears again, and says that no matter what, humans will always triumph over the forces of evil as long as they have courage, and determination. With that, the data weapons vanish. Kerak heads out of the chamber towards Meteo, where Kensei is already docked. They land, and climb out of the cockpit to a crowd of their fellow GEAR members. Daitaro worms through the crowd, searching for Ami. He finds her doing much the same thing, and the two run up to each other, hugging, and sharing a tender kiss. Everyone around them smile warmly as Polaris watches from the side, glad that Daitaro is okay. She approaches him after he and Ami are done kissing, and asks him to do her a favor. Daitaro looks up to her, puzzled. She asks Daitaro to tell his father that she's going to be staying on Arktos for a while. Daitaro frowns, asking her why she isn't coming home with them. Polaris explains that the first time in a long time, Arktos is finally free, and she has an obligation to the people of the planet to help them rebuild from what's left. Daitaro doesn't want to leave his mother behind, but agrees, making her promise that she'll come home as soon as she can. Polaris agrees, and the two share a long tearful hug. Later on, the Kerak is preparing to head back to Earth. The crew on the Meteo have volenteered to stay behind to repair the ship, and help with Arktos's rebuilding. It seems that only the Kerak team and Ami will be heading back right away. Saying their farewells, the Kerak team heads off towards Earth, with Ami riding along on Daitaro's lap. When they get back to Earth, they are given a true hero's welcome. Huge crowds of people have turned out to thank the Kerak team for saving Earth, and they're even given a parade. Though a little overwhelmed, the Kerak team are grateful for the attention. Saburo and Kenji find their parents, who are standing with each other. Saburo hands the lucky wrestling mask back to his father, thanking him and saying that it came in handy. He then asks what the big secret was that Hiroshi had. Hiroshi rubs the back of his head sheepishly, and reveals that he and Kenji's mother have been seeing each other ever since they met after the first Spiral City battle. He continues, saying that he's proposed to Kenji's mom, and they're going to get married. Otome cheers, saying that she's going to have another brother. Kenji and Saburo stand there staring, pale as a sheet with their eyes wide and their jaws on the ground. A little later, Ami and Daitaro are sitting on the roof of their school, staring up at the stars. Ami asks how Daitaro's father took the news that Polaris wasn't coming back for a while. Daitaro responds, saying that Kiosho seemed to already know that his mom had already had that planned, and said he was okay with waiting for her to return. Ami smiles, wrapping her arm around Daitaro, and wondering out loud what the future has in store for all of them. Daitaro holds Ami close, and says that only time will tell. At the very end, it seems years have passed, as the screen focuses in on a older Daitaro, Ami, Saburo and Kenji, as they run through a field. Kerak flies overhead above them, and disappears into the sky.

